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"The Energy Crisis can be the most effective teaching aid of the decade."

7

INTiccocrpx

S. David Freeman
Commissioner
Tennessee Valley Authority

In recent years Idfthoans have become iTcreasingly concerned about the

energy situation and aware of the importance of energy in our lives. Experts

opw tell us that unless some immediate steps are takeh we-will not be Able to,

proivde for.our,future energy needs as a nation. New research and technology'
-

can alleviate part'Of the prbblem but, more immediately, we must reduce, energy

use. An effioctive energy conservation program can result ih sUbstantial 4nergy

savings, extend the life of present energy suPplies, and provide us the much -

Aeeded timeto explore alternatives.

Traditibnally, the educational system of our country has been called on

to explore and resolve societal problems. 'The energy sit:nation. is a unique

opportunity for educators since it reflects a complex set.of problems that

11,41P

require changes in values, attitudes and lifestyles. The instructipnal program

in a school can examine these problems and can assist in student aWareness of

the alternatives and.consequenges energy decisions.

This resource gUide has been prepared to-assist teachers in incorkorating°

energy concerns within the school cgrriculum. It is intended to provide a basic

framework of objectiv;s for diff t subject areas and to provide examples of

ativities'for -teaching towards the stated objectives. Resources are listed

to aid the teacher in developing additlbnal activities. It is anticipated that

these materials will be a starting point and that teachers will go farther in

this important ar4 of instruction.
1



INDUSTRIAL ARTS ROLE IN ENERGY/ENERGY CONSERVATION

At no, other time in the history of.our country has- there been a greater need
for a national commitment to 'oriserving e4ist.ing energy sources and seeking neW
ones. A united effort by all Americans'is necetsary to fulfill this commitment.
There is no better place or time to begin than in today's -schools, with s.tudents
who will ,be tomorrow's adults. It is their lives which will be affected by the
energy practices and policies of the present.

The energy crisis'brought to the attention`of the world that all industrial
nations are heavily dependent upon energy. ThekliMited resources available are
being used very rapidly. More than 500 billion years was require0 for nature
to-create our national resources, yet'man is using them up in approximately 300 ,

years. The basic fact is that those ivsources. will be exhausted in the yery'near
,future. The consequences of the rapidly diminishing supply is going to be very'
criticalgto our economical and political system'. The educational institutions
and their administrators will be-playing a major role oVer the next decade to
increase awareness of ener'gy and,power to students of all ages and grade levels.
It is at this point that industrial arts can play'a key role in educating the
consumeis of tomorrow, the need'for conserving energy and developing alternative
energy sources. .

The industrial arts instructors' responsibility is a critical one ineaching
about the sources and uses of energy, tile multi-faceted problem, And the energy
conservation ethic; Attitudes, along with technology, are important in working
toward solutions.

In-diistrial Education has identified energy as a resource worthy of study ond
along with other'aspects Of education can provide students an opportunity to
gain a comprehensive understanding of energy systems, y-

Energy Education in Industrial Ar'ts provides students the opportunity:.

r, To work Wit4 energy 4stems to gain an understanding of tiow energy
, is availabl0,.conveftbd;, transmit(ted, stored, controlled; and con-

, served:.
m?

2. To understand the interdependence.of soLiety and the availability
of energy.

S. To explore.the context in which energy systems have developed and
continue to develop.

2

4. To explore self and occupational areas as a basis of selecting a
career related to energy systems.

5. To prepare for entry into energy'related occupations and develop
d a base for further education.

:r

The materiat in this guide is intended to give the industrial arts instructor
information and geNeral suggestions for teachingunits and*correlated learning
activities: The Industrial Arts Energy/Energy Conservatjon Guide focuses on
the four major areas of energy which Tnclude sources, conversion devices, trans*. Ali
,mission, and storage coatrols. 1111,
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IMPLEMENTATION/USE OF. THIS GUIDE,

Technological adaptability into the American culture is the' main goal'
of,Industrial Arts Education.- The interpretation of industial technology in
the United States is complex by its very nature, and impossible to separate
that body of knowledge into smbll, single specific cate.gories withOut losing
the industrial context. Likewise energy conservation (a part of AmeriCan
.149stry) is difficult to divorce from other facets of Industrial Education.

It is not the intent of this-guide to promote a separate couhe of
study. Rather, it is to be as an inclusion into the current'program as an
integral part. The Industrial Arts Energy/Energy'Conservation ResourIce Gui'de
is designed to supplement the prevocational rower/Energy CurricuTum guide,
as well ps, serve a a resource reference to all other facets.of the Indus-
trial Arts curriculum. To supplement rathor than supplant is the key.

For instance, in a construction or woods class discussing the table
saw use, it could very easily be pointed out that a three phase motor is
being used versus a single phase"motor. Or in a metals or manufacturing
class, the instructor should prOmote the pre-heating of the metal for foundry
castings, rather than 9ing "cold" metal. .

Likewise, in oins interpretation of American Industry, we must in-
clude occupational information. Energy/Energy .Conservation is a relatively
new techologicaiefield. While some of the occupation are apparent; other
hav-4 yet to be in/nted. A viable part of the occup tional instruction must
be in the presentation of new and emerging jobs. Pl s the need for flexibility
in occupatiOnal trends and changes in those occupational fields' because of
energy/energy conservatioa.

3
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- CRIIERIAati_HOUSE HUNUNG

Whether the consumer is seeking a house, apartment, condominium, or,-

mobile hoMe,'several geheral criteria should be.considekd: local energy

cOsts; insulation; orientation; windows and doors; heating and cooling

system(s); and water Neater.

1. .
Regardless of.the type of home, it should be well insulatelloCtleck

ceiling and floor insulati.on by looking in the attic and-basemenr jt is

-difffcult to check wall insulation of a compldted structure, hut the

results of plior insulation can be felt or mNsured.

2. Consider-the orientation. Will the orientation of the windows be

beneficial or a,problem?: In hot climates, the home should be shielded.frOm

sun; in coldclimates, heat frbm the winter sun should be utilized (e.g. -

windows on south face).

3. Check the windows and doors. ,Arafthey protected with storm paneys?

Can they 1),e openid -for ventAlation?- Will the amount Of window v:ea,place

a' strain on the,heSting ocooling system? It is rec,ommencled that,the

window area:-be no_ more th0 10 :percent of .0-e', 51p* arr e9ftly__
efficienc-y. For example,.4 24a0Ots4Uare-foQt-Whe;0608-Kave no Moe-then-

200 square feet ofAtlindOW area. fArger Windownar6kmax,A,ued If. ther

are properly planned and installed; far exqmple,-wiTn-dtfUlgr

paned glass.
,

4. Is the heatiorg and cooling system in good working order

ducts adequatelrinsulated? Most consumers do not have the expertise-

40Pagwer these questions and silould consull a heating or air conditioning

colitractor. The contractor can determine the .proper size and condition of

the equipment and estimate co§tS' of 'repairs if needed.

Certain features of older homes may make them energy-ineffICient. Very

old homes may not have any insulation,and inadequate infiltration barriers

(dA., building paper, foil, caulking). 'The table below shows the R-value

for the surfaces of houses as they used to be built and how they can be iim7

proved kr even a &)1d climate.

Typical
Old House R-Value Retrofitt6d Old.House

Surface

Roof

\Wall 4 insulate with 31/2" blown insulation, 1=l8

Basement 10 insula alls with 31/2" fiberglass or 2"

3 insulate with I2u fiberglas,

Ground floor

styrof R=20

5 insulate with 6" fiberglass, R=25

Door 2 add storm door,,R,-.-.3, substitute insulated
t

,

door, PR10
't -

Window 1 add stiormiwiondow, R=2, add insulating
111

It

shutters, R=10

M1
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lEkTiERPROOF I NG,

4..

.To-reduce the heating and_cooling costs in a home, it 1),6 important to

. reduce air movement in or out of _the hcline,:rhe theapest,most effective
way to reduce infiltration is with weatherproofing: caulking, putty; or

weatherstrips. Below you will see illustisations of several locations where

Mfiltration is likely.to occur. 'Refer to' the illustrations and use Ole

checklist to determine the condition or existence of weatherproofing at

your house..

1

, Conclusions:

W1NDOW8

CheO the circled areas of your
.windows.

C3 OKAY Good, unbroken weatherstrip-
ping in all places with no
drafts.

0 FAIR - Weatherstripping damaged.or
missing in some places and
Minor drafts.

C3 POOR No weatherstripping at all
and very drafty.

Check the cirCled parts of,the door.

13 OKAY - Good, unbroken weather-
stripping with ncr drafts.

C3 FAIR Weatherstrtpping is.missing
or damaged:in places with ;

minor drafts.

POOR - No weatherstripping and/
very drafty.

e.

e



KLAIHERPRQ0EING- (coNT'D)
4

'WO

'Conclusions:

ARELAROUND THE NOE( AM
WEEK
Look at a typical door and I/ ndow
areo*d check the circled ar s

carefully.

C] OKAY Caulking fills all cracks
ar* ound the door trope (and

the putty around the win-
dow is unbroke# and solid;
no drafts.

C3 FAIR , Putty and Caulking are
oracked or missing, caus-.
ing'minor drafts..

CI POOR - No caulkiNg at all and the
'putty is in very poor con-
dition causing very bad
drafts.

if you checked fair or poor for any of the three areas, then the weather-
., .

AtrippIng, caulking, or putty needs'to be replaced. If all areas are okay,
,theqe.you don't need caulking, weatherstrippings or putty.

--t-

8
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DETERMINING PROPER PERCENTAGE OF GLASSEDAREAS_EDR RES1DETiC.

Since glats has much less insulative value than a wall, it is wise'to use
as liItlp glassed area (windows) as possible to conserve eneegy for cooling. .

and h94t1ng. There are building codesrestrictions and guidelines for the
amount of glassed area: 10 percent of the total square footage of flobr-
space for the'home and less than 20 percent of the total squAre footage of
the exterior wall are generally accepted .standards for residences.

a .

It is a simple arithmetic proceddre to determine if,your home or-classrpom
meets these guidelines. First try the.10-percent-of-the-floor method. In

the example below,-we see the square footage af the roomOt 300 squire feet:

roAry fzet4 r 56019
0

A
5

30'0"

re.74Ozei. WIWIPZIWIIMIZOWA

From the elevation, we see the-total area is 30 square feet.

=10111111111. IIMIMMEMINP 11,

=sia

042M4

To determine the percentage of glassed area you simply Ilvide:

30'0"

30 glassed area = .10 or 10%
100 floor area

Now try the 20-percent-of'-total-wall-area-method.
In the example, the

total wall area is 240 sq. ft. since EV. x 301; . 240 sq. ft. The glassed
area it 30 sq. ft. Therefore, the percentdge ot.glassed area is:

30 , .125 or 12.5%'

.:5A1
:

Using either method,,,the glassed area is within the guidelines.

Now determine if your classroom or home meets the guidelines.
1

Method I: 10% of floor area:

Total Floor Area
, sq. ft.

Total Glassed Area sq. ft.
fr,

9glassed area %
floor area



CONT'D FROM PAGF 16

I.

10

Method II: * 20% of wall area

Tqtal Wagl Area sq. ft.

Total Glassed Area sq. ft.

0

glassed area
walled area

Suggestions:

1. try bcith methods in the classroom before trying to tackle your home.

This,makes a good group activity.

3. This Activity may be used in conjunction with reading floorplans

and measuring interior spaces.

4. Remember to measure only the glassed area of windows -- not the

frames, too.

5. Note that weather ,changes will'also affect heating and cooling
\\ energy uses..

16
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MILL 1-9e1SEOMERYATIONSAXIS IDERATLONS.
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. ,V

When you buyi,a mobile home, check to see if It meets the Mobile Home
Construction and Safety Standhrds established by the U.S. Department of
Houstng.and Urban Development (HUD). If a new mobile home meets the basic
HUD,requiremenes for insulation, infiltration,-and tondensation Ontrol, a
perwanently affixed label of cettification shovld be found on an interior
wall!-The certification label will give the climate conditions the mobile
home issuited for and the tapacity of the heating and'cooling etiUipment.
Mobile'home buyers may also consult the local Mobile Home Association for
guidelines in purchasing a mobile home, site selection; And maintenance.
Of course, it is wise to seek da the most reputable dealer& in an area.

Mobile homes have several common'problems related to energy efficiency:
thin walls, ceilings, and floors; detachment from the ground; metal ex-
teriors; and elongated, compartmeptalized interiors. One of the most cost-
effecfive energy conservation measures for mobile homes-is the Addition of
a skirt or foundation, whiCh encloses the area under the mobile borne.
Properly installed skiaing acts'as added insulation. Venti should be pro-
vided An the skirting to allow for air circulation, to prevent moisture
buildup, andto provide air for the heating system-. Also, stOrm windows and
doors may be added, or he installation of 4-to-6-mil plastic sheeting will
reduce heat loss and gain. Although it is very difficult to addinsulktion,
rigid foam insulAtion boards applied to the interior of the,honie and on the
ceiling may be particularly beneficial. [Caution: some rigidsfoam is very
flammable and should not be used; check the insulation manufActurer's speci-
fications.] Aso, urethane-can be sprayed on the roof for insulation;
.tiowever, it.should be coated with a sealer. Batt insulation, can be in-
stalled under the floor. The compartmentalized interiors of some mobile
homes impedezthe flow of air and make heating;and cooling difficult. On
the other hand, the space in most mobile homes is carefully engineered to
give maximum usable spate within the outside dimensions..

Proper-siting of the mobile home on ts lot can also reduce energy con-
sumption. In cold climates the long sides should face north and south to
take advahtage of the winter sun. However, a carport, fence or planting
should be provided'onthe north side for wind protection. In the warmer
climates, the long sides should face east and west to catch the cooling
breezes. Storm winds should be avoided.

11
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'With risiNg energy costs; families are considering all possible ways'

to reduce their hqme. heating bills. A.well insulated home, new or old, will
.,

reduce costly energy bills. .

,

%
(
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I.

Today's home buyers. may choose from an almost unlimited variety, ofistyles

and sizes of homes:. The choice is.influenced largely; by total initial

cost and the amount of monthly :payments. Seldom.are estimated operating

expenses considered, yet these paymehts are as demanding as,the mortgage. .

The cost of thermal comfort in a home is frequently the largest item of

operating expense and should exert a major influence in the home buyer's

decision,

Why Insulate?

If you would like lower heating and cooling_costs, a more comfortable home

reduced maintenance, and a better investmene;plan on ample insulation

in your home. Insul'ation provides resistance to the flow of heat-either

out of the home in the winter or into the home in the summer. Recommendation)

given in this publication are based on a payback in energy savings in 12 or

-less years. As-the cost of fuel rises above 1977 prices, payback for'insul-.

ation used will be more rapid.

Types of Insulation

All building materials have some insulating value; however, insulation is

generally associated with lightweight, porous; bulky materials with many

dead air spaces. Insulation values for various building materills are shown

in Table 1. The comparative insulation values are indicated,as "R" values.

"R" value describes the ability of a material to resist heat flow. The

greater the "R"qvalue, the better,the insulating value. The "R" value is-

normally indicated on the insulation material itself or in charts, eiper

per inch of thickness of the paterial or for a listed thickness of material.

For reflective insulation materials'such as aluminum foil, the "R" value

As not based on thickness of the foil but on its equivalent effectiveness as

a surface to resist heat flow by reflecting back the heat. To be an effect-

ive reflector of heat, the reflecting surface must be associated with an air

space next to its reflecting surface.

The designation perm is now widely used for the unit of permanance and is a

convenient substitution for the unit which is defined as water vapor flow

in grains per hour per square foot per indb of mercury vapor pressure

difference (one pound of water equals 7,000 grains). In common terms, perm

rating is the capabiTity of a membrane to resist passage of moisture vapor

through itself-7--the lower the perm rating number, the greater the resistance

to moisture penetration.
4

Insulation is produced in several common forms from a wide yariety of

materials. Those types most frequently used in dwellings are batt and.blan-

Vet, loose.-fill, rigid, formed-in-place, and reflective.

* Modified-Trid distributed by he gifversity 0 Idaho CooperaIGe

Extension Service. Credit is given to Wafter E. Matson, 'Extension

Agricultural Engineer at Oresjon State Universit9, Corvallis, Oregon
/ 12
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Batt and blanket insulations'are made from processed fiberglass, Ilk
rock w6TII,1or-511ulose fibers. One side of the batt or blanket norma ly
haslan attached vabor barrier, (See discussion on vapor barriers.) Th
may be either an asphalt paper or a reflective metal foil.- Batts,and
blankets vary in thickneSs from 1 to 6 1/2 inChes anUare made itrwidth0:
to fit spaces of 16, 24, and 48 -Wales op center. Batts re-UsOally.4'Mef
long. Blankets may be purchased tn rolls of various.lengths.7 Batts and .

blanket insulation'alsb can be purchas'ed without the vapor barrieic attached.

When worklng with ftbergrass insulation, use protective/ gloves,/,-If in-
stalling it under floors, use gloves plus a protective face shield-to-

I_

prevent fiberglitss dust and particles from entering eyes; throat,,and
lungs..

Loose-fill insulations are made from rock wool, cellulose fiber, and fiber-_

glass. it is usuaWavailable in bags or bales. Loose fill .insulation
is well adapted for use in walls and ceilings of existing and new buildings,
when proper vapor.barriers are used.

Rlid board or slab insulations are made from cellulose fiber, fiberglass,
po ystyrene, pOryurethane, cork, and others. Some of these are higyy
vapor resistant and can be used without additional vapor barrier ift
the edges between boards or slabs are caulked with proper vapor resistant
compounds. Polystyrene insulation boards formed.by an'extrusion process
and expanded,polyurethane offer good resistance to water vapor transmisston.
Expanded polystyrene, called molded bead board, should not be used without 1

an additional vapor barrier since its perm rating is several times higher
than that for extruded polyStyrene or expanded pdlyurdthane. Generally
those insulation materials that have a perm rating less'than 1,0 per inch
or thicknfts can be considered for use without a vapor barrier.

Formed-in-place insulations are avairable as liquid components or combina-
flons*Tfliqiilds and soliffi- and inClude sprayed-and plastic foam types.
Because of the need for special, equipment andtechniques required for
installation of most formed-in-place insulations, it is best to have
the work done'by licensed commercial applicators. The plastic foam types

, are generally compounds of urethanes or urea-formaldehydes. Others combine
a treated cellulose material 'and a liquid glue that is sprayed on a build-
ing surface. One should be Cautious in the use of foams since some Are
highly flammable and must be protected with a 1/2 inch gypsum board or an
equivalent thermal barrier or firt-resistive materials having a finish
rating of not lesS than 15 minutes.

Urea-formaldehyde foams are not moisture resistant without a special
covering. Testing labs indicate that water vapro transmission'per inch
of thickness of urea-formaldehyde is high. .

One research report indicates that it varies from 50 to 100 perms per
inch thickness. 'Another report indicates the .perm rating is 26 perms
(average) as tested under accepted testing procedures. Remember that
insulation materials that have a Om rating of less than 1.0 per inch of
thickness can be considered for use without a vapor barrier.

Reflective insulation corisist of reflective foils such as aluminum,
that interrupt radiant heat. To be effective the foil surface must face an
air space of at least 3/4 inch and_maintain.a highly reflective surface.
Greatest effectiveness in the reductirancof radiant heat .losses is obtained

13



when the reflective air space is 4 inches from and parallel to the next

suface. Generally; reflective insulation in walls and ceilings,is used

as a combination vapor barrier andreflective surface, with foil aftached

to batts or blnkets.

When reflective materials are used under floors, holes must be punched

into.the reflective foil every 12 inches along the low point of the foil,

to drain off any standing water or future vmdensate water. The foil-.

layers must not form an air tight chamber. DuSt or oxidation on these

surfaces will reduce the foil's effectiveness to reflect radiant heat.

How Much Insulation is Needed? .

How much insulation shouldrvbe used in the wallS, ceiling and under lhe

floors? Should you use single pane glass? Should you add storm w dowS?

Will weather stripping pay? These are questions that everyOne shot d want

to have-answered.

To help determine the best combination of energy-conserving measures for

your climate, fuel costs, and home, proceed as follows: .

1. Determine degree-.days for your locatilln. Use local weather-data

of city nearest you that is listed in Table 2. (Heating-needs are

in degree-days; the-higher the number, the more energy needed to

heat your home.)

?. 0etermine "heating index" from Table 3. Follow your "fuel/heating

system" line across to present "cost of fuel," then down to your

area degree-day line to find heating index.

3. Use Table 4 to select suggested insulation and storm door/window

needs for your heating index as determined Milne. Tables 3 and 4

, are partially based on informafiom published by U.S. Department of

Commerce (National Bureau of Standards) and Department of Housing

and Urban Development.

For.exaMple, if you live in Boi,se and heating gas costs 41 cents per

therm and your furnace has 70 percent fuel efficiency, the heating inde?(

should be between 29 and 35 (Boise has 5570 degree-days of .heating). The

suggested combination' of insulation "R" values for the various structural

elements of the home.

Attic or ceiling R-33

Walls R-16

UnderfloOr (unheated space) R-19

Heating ducts R-19'

Use storm doors and windows.

Farmer Home Administration sUggest a total of R-2b forithe walls for

homes in areas of more than 2,500 degree days. An uninsul#ed wall with

siding and interior walls has an R value of about four (R-.4). This would

require insulation with R-16 insulation.

2t)
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Table.1.. Approximate Instilation Value of Various Building Materials

Insulation Value (R)

Oer , '(For

Inch thickness
ThicknIss listed)

I. Batt and blanket igsufation
Fil4rglass, rock wool, Gelliflose 3.1-3.7

2. Fill-type insulation
CelluloSe 3.1-3.7
Fiberglass or roa wool 3.0-3.5
Vermiculite (expanded) 2.13-2.27
Urea-formaldehyde (foamed) 4.4-5.5

3. Rigid insulation

Expanded polystyrene extruded 4.0-5.9
Expanded polyurethane 5.8-6.25

4 Building materials
Brick, high dens-ay 0.11
Concrete, poured 0.08
Concrete block, 3 hole, 8"
Lumber, fir or pine .1.25
Plywood, 1/2"
Particle board, med: density 1.06
Insulating sheathing, 25432'
Gypsum or plaster board, 1/2"

5 Window glass, includes surface condition
Single glazed
Single glazed with storm windows
Double pane insulating glass
Triple glazed

6. Air space (3/4"-4"-)

7. Floor,(1) vinyl covering, no insulation
Floor,(1) carpet/rubber pad,,no insulation
F1oor,(1) carpet/rubber pad, R-11 insulation
Floor,(1). vinyl covering, R-11 insulation
aall, exterior siding, no insulation,

interior sheet rock

1.11

0.62

2.06
0.45

0.86
1.82
1.5-1.75
2.79

0.96

3.6
4.9

15.9
14.6

4.0-4.3

*Irft

(1) Floor construction - 1/2" plywood, 2" T&G Wood, 15 pound felt paper.

15
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Table 2. Degree-days in a normal heating season in selected Idaho cities

'

City

1

Degree-days

^ .

Aberdeen
7060

Ashton
8560

Boise
5570

Burley
6560

Cambridge
6730.

Cascade
8110

Driggs
820

Dubois
8190

I.
Emmett

5250

Gsrangeville
6580

Idaho Falls
7630

Kellogg
, 7740

Lewiston
5310

Malad
6860

McCall
8760

Montpelier
8870

Moscow
6350

Parma
5730

Payette
5610

Pocatello
6770

Preston
7000

Shlmon
7600

Sandpoint - " 7080

Shoshone , . . 6650

Sun Valley
Si 10340

Twin Falls
5930

16



Table 31 Determining heating index

Fuel/heating system

Oil/gallon (70% -ef 0,
Oil/gallon 150% eff) 2

tlas/th(!rm (70% eff)
Cos/therm(50-% eff)
Res i,stance Etec . /kw9
4Ictent punw (1.7 cop) /

kwh

f
1/Heat wimp (2.0 cop/ 2

/

kwh

Dcm-Te/days
4

'5,000
_6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000

la,000

(

1
Cost of fuel

Cents Cents Cents Cents CentsCents Cents Cents
49 59 65 72 86 100 118 144

35 41 46 51 61. 72 82 101
35 41 46 51 62 72 82 103
25 30 33 36 44 51 59 73
1.7 2.0 2.25 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 5.0-

2,9 3.4 3.8 4.3 5.1 6.0 6.8 8.5

3:4 4.0 4.5 5.0 6.6 7.0 8.0 _ 10.0

Heating index

25 29 33 37 44 51 59 73
30 . 35 40 44 53 62 70 88
35 41 46 51 61. 72 82 103
40 47 53 59 70 82 94 117
45 53 60 67 79 92 106 132
50 59..67

)

76 88 : 102 118 149

1
Include all taxes, surcharges, and fuel adjustments.

2
Efficiency you as homeowner realize from fuel purchased for your particular heating
system.

Table 4. Suvested combinions of home insulation techniques by heating index

_t

, Storm doors
Floor . and windows,

Heating Attic Wall insulation Riot weather
index insulation (unheated space) insulation stripping

13-20. R-30 R-11 R-11 R-11 ho
21-27 R-30 R-16 R-19 R-11 yes
28-35 R-33 -16 R-19 R-19 yes.
36-45 R-38 R-16 R-22 R-22 yes
46-60 R-44 R-16 R-2a R-22 ,yeg
61-85 R-44 R-16 R-22 R-22 (glass) triple
85-150 R-44 R-16 R-33 R-22 (glass) triple

1The total R value of the wall, including insulation (R-16), structural wood,
exte0or siding, surface filmi-esistances, and interior wall, would approach
R-20.

tpe.
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Relative Effectiveness of Insulatiqp

lable 5 shows comparative heaeing costs for various structural elements

in an average 1,250 square foot home using suggested "R" 'values of insulation

versus an uninsulated element. The heating degree-days index is 4,854, the

outside design tèmperatole-17°F., and the cost of electricity 2.5 cents per kwh.

For older homes consider adding Insulation to the ceiling first. The

ceiling has the biggest source uf, heat loss in"most homes. If your home

ceiling already has'6 inches or.mOre of insulation (R value js 19 or'higher),

'you should fook else lere to reduce energy costs-. Ceilings with-4 inches

(R 11-16) or' less i tion are in need of'acOed insulation. When adding

batts to the top of existing ceiling insulation, use onlyuncovered batts (batts

without a vapor,barrier covering). A vapor barrier on top of the existing

insulation would trap water vapor in the insulation.

Next place: to look for heating energy reductions is under a floor.that
Is over unheated spaces. Batt type insulation is recommended under flocv.
Use the amount of insulation suggested for your locality as determined.by
the heating index. Be sure your water pipes under the floor in unheated
spaces are protected from freezing and that heating ducts in any unheated space
are wrapped with insulation. It has.been estimated that the average home's
uninsulated heating ducts in unheated crawl space lose as much as 40 percent
of the heat being s'upp1 i0 to the ducts. Wrap at least 3 1/2" of insulation
(R-I1) around heating ducts in unheated spaces to reduce beating energy losses.

If you have single pane windows, the addition of storm windows would
provide another reductibn in heating costs. In some homes, the addition of
storm windows would be one of the first areas to consider tn reducing heal
losses.

-

Figure your walls as one of the last areas to insulate. Unles you
are planning to do extensive remodeling, you will find it difficult to add
insulation that would not cause a uuisture problem in the wall. A' majorcon-
cern with blowing or foaming insula ion in the wall of existing homes is
moisture. All insulated walls.sh ild have a vapor barrier on the warm
interior side.

Table 5. Comparative heaiing cost's' for an insulated versus an uninsulated struc-
tural element. ,

'Amount of Area

'Approximate
, Heating Costs/Year

Insulation Location Sq. Ft. Insulated Uninsulated

None
1 Floor 1,250 $113.77

R-11 Floor 1,250 $44.79
None Ceiling 1,25Q 273.00
R,-30 Ceiling 1,250 21.33

None Wall 996 124.64
R-11 Wall 996 41.37
Single glass Windows 144 122.86
Double glass Windows 144 73.72

.1-Standard construction practices with no insuration installed

18



Vapor Barriers

e

V

A eypical family of four convrts 30ga1ions of water into water, vapor
in the home"each day. -A vapor barrier is-needed to restrict the penetration
of wIler vapor into and through insulation where-it. may cOndentle either in
the fRstqation or on other components of the wall and ceiling Structures.
Th,is'condensation wOuld result In wet insulation ? rotting wood structural
members and, in senile casespeeling paint. Most batt and hlankeT insulattpos-
have a vapor barrier attached to,one side. The barrier should alOaysi be
installed on the warm side (the side,next to the living area) in the llome.
instal:1.a vapori4oxrier on both the sidewalls and ceiling and under the
floors that are over -an unheated spacT The-vapor barrier under the floor NI'.
must be right next to the flooring or its underlayment. Make vapor barriers
-continuous and be sure to patch any holes punched during installation. To .

keep water vapor from being drawn up out Of the earth, cover the grounit-

warm 1,

surface

warm
moist air

stops here

vapor barrier

cold dry
air

under a crawl space of a home with a 6 mil plastic sheet* Be sure any'
holes and edges on the covering are patched and taped with water.resir
tant-tape., Al joints should be lapped 12 inches and.taped.

-Be sure t at the foundation area has adequate water drainage. A high
'water table could force the plastic apart and greatly increase moisture
problems under the home.

. In insulating existing homes fairly good moisture protection may be
obtained by one of theso methods: (I) apply a 4 to 6 mil thick plastic
sheet over inside of existing. walls and cover it with additional wood or
sheet rock', (2) apply two or three coats of leafing aluminum in-varnish,
phenoli,c formulation, or alkyd paints, (3) apply two or more coats of a'
good alkya base semigloss paint over a primer coat of leafing aluminumV paint, (4) cover thewalls and ceiling with a washable plastic wallpaper,
(5) apply three coats of good-quality semigloss enamel on smooth sheet
rock, plaster o'r wood, (6) apply three coats of urethane varnish to wood
paneling.

When buying paint for use-as an interior vapor,barrier, check the ,*

laber.on the'paint container. Some manufacturers are listing the perm,
ratings for their paints, primers', and sealers.

LaGex paints, stains, and water repellent preservative§ do not effec-
tively.exclude moisture vapor. Their ability to restrict moisture vapor
is conOdered to be less than 20 percent effective. The other vapor-
barrier treatments liste0 above should restrics 75 percent or mofe of the
barrier. It is desireable for a vapor barrier to have a rating of one
perm or less.
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Ventilation

Attics should he ventilated to remove any water Vapor that gets through
the vapor barrier. If signs of.Condensation.are'noted after one heating
.season, add more attic vents. If thve is no .vapor barrier in the ceiling,
proOde 1 square foot of gable Tent ee.ea for each 150 square ek of ceiling .

area. Place half of.the vent area in each gable.If a vapor barrier ts
placed. in the ceiling_ the gable vent area,can be reduced,bi half.

The -vent area may.also be reduced to-) sqUarel.fOot per 300 square feet
-of ceiling if-at least 50 percent of the r4equireq ventilation-area is pro-
videdjq' vents located- in the upper-portion of the space.to be ventilated.
Have upper vents af. least 3 feet abOve.eave or corn-ice. The balance of the
ventilation should be provided by eave or cornice vents.

/
0100k-

3' in 1 n

vapor borr i r

To provide space for R-30 and greater insulation amounts in the ceiling
and to maintain proper ventilation flow from eaves over ceiling insulation,
new homes should use truss designs sifflilar to that 'shown using a 12" minimum
clgarance between wall place and roof. This would allow 10 inches of
insulation and a 2 inch clearance for ventilation air.

The underfloor area should be ventilated by Openings in exterior 'foun-
dation wallS. The openings Miould have a net area of not less than 1 1/2
square feet for each 25 linear feet of exterior wall. Locate the openings
as close to corners as practicable and provide cross ventilation or at.
least two approximately opposite,sides. The openings must be covered with
a corrosion resistant wire mesh not less than 1/4 inch and not morejban
1/2 inch in any dimension..

12" minimum
clearance

As+
-71

t
4-1 A

I 1-1

1!!
continuous

screened vent
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Ice Dams'
N. t,

,4

In areas- with heavy snOwrall, ice dams can form on rOof ad eOves to
trap water and-,cause it to leak into the houSe. Poorly ins,Urated houses
without proper ventilation lose enough jieat to melt snow Vi -f.he roof. :h-6.

water flows down the roof.and refreezes on the cold.overba4g,, forming an
ice dam that backs up water. Adequate attit insuPation qfKgable and,epe
vents will keep the attic cold enough to eliminate most i,re'AO protlems.,',!

Properly installed switch controlled heating cables will maint'S.in channeTa
through the ice on the overhang so that water.from melting F..(n.O%'9d ice
on the roof will drain away. Electric heating cable _instaJOA, 'cluttel-s

.and down-spouts will keep them open. See your electric poweict-'TuR lier. .

representative for proper-installation of-heating cables. UsetheAti,eatinq
cables only when snow or ice build up occurs. 4 ,

`y7

Infiltration and Ventilation Los5es . .

dr.

rhese vary to a great extent depending on how tightly windows and*,
fit. Infiltration-losses can be reduced to a minimum with good (Wail,
construction ai4 weatherproofing. Proper weatherstrippingcan norm414,
reduce heating energy needs from 10 to 20 percent. About 1/2 air than'
per hour in a normal home-will remove excess water vapor from c6bking,.
bathing, washing clothes, etc., as well as removing odors and providAgN
fresh air. A house Oth poorly-fitting windows and doors may have up:to°,,,,
two air changes per hour. ,
Oil, gas, and wood-burning heaters need ample air for efficient ci
of its fuel. Don't waste the air that costsmoney to heat. Provide, sf9e-,

cial air ventllation inlets for your fuel combustion heaters. ,

Fireplaces are a major source4of infiltration lOsses even when the 'fire'
is burning. When the fireplace has a fire in it, it pulls large quantitiO,s
of air from the room for combustion. A fireplace can draw from 90 cfm
to 400 cfm (cubic feet per-minute) of air from inside the house. Under ',fir
average winter weather conditions, this could be a heat loss from the.
home of approximately 3,500 to 15,000 Btu per hour. Provide a fresh,4
air inlet for your fireplace. Also provide good dampers and a glass' .

screen bo block the fireplace opening and thus reduce wasteful loss of
warm air from the house.

Use glass fireplace screens only on fireplace-chimney combinations
approved for use withsuch screens. These screens restrict air flow,
which can resUlt in higher temperatures in eihaust gases in the chimney.
Unless metal piping has been designed and insulated to withstand these
temperatures there may 6e increased fire hazard in wood or other
coMbustible terial surrounding the chimney.

. Dehumidifiers

In homes with
4

fully insulated walls and ceiling and tight vapor barriers,
it may be useful to havt a dehumidifier in the home. It not only reduces
the moisture.content Of the air in the'home, but,will conserve the heat
of the.vapor that would otherwise be exhausted out ofithel.home. One

pound of water vapor contains about 1,000 Btu of heat. A relative
humidity near 50 percent in the home is considered desirable.
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READING A KILOWATT-HOUR METER

In order to deter:mine the.effectiveness of your energy-conservation

efforts you must be able to tell how much energy is being consumed at

your house. The easiest way to do this is by taking meter readings. Elec- ill

tric and gas meters give the total, or cumulative, energy consumption.
They operate much like the odometer on a car. You must compare beginning

and end readings to find out how much energy your family used over a given

period sif time (one day, one week, one month). For example, if your meter

read 35721 kilowatt-hours on Monday morning and 35731 on Tuesd4y morning,
it means your home consumed 10 kilowatt-hours of electricity for that day

or 24-hour period.

Most electric meters have five dials organized from right to left:. the

rightmost indicates ktlowaAt-hours; the next dial tens of kilowatt-hours;

then hundreds; and so on. But the dials al.terne..!ly rotate clockwise awl
counterclockwise. You should record the digit the.indicator has just
passed. Study the illustrations and readings below:

READING: 35721

READING: 66190

The dials of a gas meter are muc; like-that of an electric meter except
that there are usually only four dials with markings representing 100
cubic feet on the rightmost dial. In the illustration on the next page,
the reading of 4846 reOresellts 484,600 cubic feet of gas.

READING:4846 .

If, after one day, the reading were 4876, then the consumption that 24-hour
period would have been 3,000 cubic feet of gas.

487600

cubic feet of gas

JP-
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Now check your meter and record your findings:

Initial yeading
Final Reading

Consumption for designated
time period

Now intitut one or several energy-conserving practices (reset ttlerad

mostat; clean filters; cut down on use of lights, appliances, TV; tare
short,showers) and record your findings: (Use the same time period as
befor)

Initial Reading
Energy Conservation Measures Tfaituted

. Final Reading
Clumption for designated
time period

-

Was there a reduction ln consumption'when conservation was practiced?

Suggestions:

1. Use a time period Qf at least a week.

2. Ask,your local Utilities for information or demonstrations.

II
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ItIERMOSTAI SETBACK

Now that you can read your meter, you can investigate the effects of
thermostat setback on the energy consumption at your residence. Dur-

ing the cooling season, thermostats should be set up to 780F to redusce

the use of mechanical air conditioning and during the heating season,'

set down to 65°F. For additional savings, the thermostat can be set

back to 600F during the OVA. The effect-of these thermostat setbacks
will vary from residence to residence, but should be significant.

To test the impact of thermbstat setback at your home, first determine
the weekly consumption of energy pHor to the setback. Read your gas, oil,

or electric meter one week before the setback and read it a second time

exactly seven days to the hour later.

For example:

First Readin2
Meter Reading: 14276 kwh

Date: 9/8/77
Time: 8:00 a.m.

Second Reading_
Meter lk-eading: ---T5101 kwh

Date: 9/15/77
Time: 8:00 a.M. .

The energy consumed by the example home for the week was 925 kwh (15 01 kwh- 411

14276 kwh = 925 kwh)

Immediately after the second reading set back the thermostat 5°F lower if

heating and 5°F higher if coolinp. Then take a third meter reading exactly

seven dayslater.

For exaMple:

Third Reading
Meter.Reading: 15897 kwh

Date: 9/22/77
Time: 8:00 a.m.

The energy consumed by the example home for the week with the set back is

796 kwh. To determine the possible savings, find the difference between ,

the firseweek's consumption and the setback week's conumption.

Using the example home:
925 kwh 796 kwh = 129 kwh

24
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'Now try the iest at your residence.

First ReAqtrig.

Meter 4-eWal:_
Date:
Time:

First weeks's consumption:

Second Readins
Meter Reading:
Date:

Time:

meter reading 2 ,meter reading 1

Setback week's consumption:

Savings

'Third Reading

Meter Reading:
Date:

Time: .

Consumption

meter reading 3 meter reading 7 = Consumption

First week's consumption Setback week's consumption 'Savings

Questions:

1. Why is it better to use a week's consumption for comparison rather
than a day or an hour?

4

2. What could be possible reasons for finding no savings or possibly an
increase in consumption during the week with the setback?

3. How much money could be saved in a year if you could realize the
savings you found (if you found one) during the setback week?

-25
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RIDAIC_Lka _HEAT LNCL_AND cooLulasaaLS

The heating' and coolinb load of a home may be reduced by:

1. Installing storm doors and l!indows.

2. ProPerly weatherstripping and caulking windows and doors..

3. Reducing the area and number of windows and doors.

4. Using wood or insulated and/or thermal wnrk metal for

windoW'S and doors.

5. Using a vestibUle area.

6. Locating openings so as to avoid cold winds.

7. Properly locating and shielding openings to optimize the

effects of solar radiation
i

8. Properly locating openings for naturill ventilation.

In addition to the steps already mentioned, several tips for

improved maintenance are given below:

1. Dust radiators and wall or .baseboard units frequently.

2. Don't store a lot of junk around furnaces r air-conditioners.

3. Keep draperies and furniture away frdm vents, thermostats, and

equipment.
,

4 Don't allow vegetation to surround or -Impinge on outdoor

equipment.

5. Do notsabuse the equipment -- call a serviceman.

A.
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1rWattage is nof a measure of.the amount of light given off by a light bulb,
but how much energy is required to operate it. Vte amount of light it pro-
vides is indicated in lumens. Bulb packages should give not only the wat-
lage required, but also the lumens produced by the bulb. Using bulb pack-
ages,compare several incandescent and fluorescent bulbs for efficiency
(lumens per watt).

For exampie: A 1.00-watt incandescent bulb may yield 1750 lumens which
gives the bulb an efficievy of 17.5 lumens per watt:

1750 lumens 17.5 1 per watt
100 watts

Determine the efficiency of the following bulbs, plus any others you may
Vive.

A. 100 watt fluorescent bulb:, lumens
106 wafts

B. 40 watt fluorescent bulb:

C. 100 watt incandescent bulb:

D. 25 watt incandescent bulb':

lumens
40 watts

lumens
TOO watts

lumens
25 watts

lumens per watt

lumens per watt

lumens per watt

lumens per watt

1. Which type of lighting is more efficient--incandescent or fluorescent?

2. Is it more efficient to buy four 25-watt or one-100 watt incandescent
bulb? ;

ow"
Suggestions:

1. Ask the school maintenance supervisor for 'empty fluorescent light bul
boxes. The information you need is on the.box, not the bulb.

2. Have students bring in bulb boxes from home.

Check at home for the use of mOltiple low wattage bulbs where a larger
wattage bulb might be used to,save energy. But rerhember, a larger
wattage bulb gets hotter during operation and some fixiures'are not
desipned for the larger wattage bulbs.

4. Discuss the comparative lifetimes of fluorescent and incaifaescent bulbs.
(Refer to Section 3.2,."lighting."I

5. Discuss the turning off and on ofincandescent and fluorescent bulbs.
(Refer to Section 3.2, "lighting.")

27
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CONSERN1VG GAS. USE FOUNDRY FURNACES

1 Proper maintenance of the fuel air metering devices

on the furnace is important.

2 Air for combustion should be filtered or cleaned.

3 Make-up air can be pre-heated by using hot gases

escaping from the port in the lid.

4 Pre-heating the metal to be melted - this, in some

cases, can be done by replacing the charged material

on or near the furnace lid. However, do not cover

the poit.

5 When melting continuously keep the furnace lid closed

keeping as much of the heat in the furnace and its'

refractory.

6. Time your melt cycle so that the molten metal does

not have to be held in the furnace for any great

length of time. This will also cut down on the gas

pick-up.
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HOT WATER cOMMPTION

The major uses of hot water in the home are for bathing and laundry. Use
the data sheet provided to estimate your family's hot water consumption for
a week

z
-Tater ;7-- v771-ffp-rre-r u;17177771171gE;r

Task times/week (in_gallons ) (in gallons)
aun ry oa s

0

tub baths 15 .

showers 25
dishwasher loads 20
washing dishes

. 10

5
..Var",..1111...1:11.Wiakaaannlit.C.103MOS 1.116,11.0.111111..1.

Total--

....111KOIRTO 5,11.111.maseig.1.0[10.1119,1KWAICRIIMEWL-111,10,

Tally the nuMber of times per week the task using hot water occurs. Then
multiply fhe number of times by the multiplier provided. The multiplier
is the average amount of hot water required for the task. The resulting
value is the quantity of hot water consumed for the task. Then add the
quantities for each task to arrive at.an estimate of the hot water your
family uses in one week. (The average,household uses,about 350 gallons of
hot water per week.)

You can now apifroximate the'energy required to supply this quantity of
hot water.

4

gallons x 2.45 watt-hours/gal. = watt-hour
quantity of water

If you use gallons per week, you use approximately 52 times that
per year'or gallons.

Calculate the energy cost for a year's consumption:

A gallons x 2.45 watt-houts/gal. = watt-hours
quantity of water

This is kwh for one year (just move the decimal 3 places to
the left). -Find gut the rate ih your area for electricity per kwh and
determine the cost of one year's hot water consumption.

2 9
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kwh x cents t

375Tly energy rate kwh

consumption for
hot water

How could you save money anyenergy for hot water at your house?

Some things to look for if your hot water cOnsumption is high:

1. Check your water heater's thermostat--it should be set at 140°F
or less.

0

2. Check for leaks.

3. Are the hot water pipes insulated?

Suggestions:

1. Students should bring in their tallies of frequencies from home and
do the calculations as a class.

4

2. All of the figures and calculations in this activity are based on
averays and estimates and do not'indicate actual hot water use.
However, by checking appliance manuals and ttming showers (approxi-
pately 8 gallons of water is used per minute)) a more accurate
consumption figure could be obtained.
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HEATING AND COOLING DEGUE DAY DATA *

HEATING DEGREE DAYS

Early this century heating engineers developed .the concept of heating degree
days as a useful index of heating fuel requirements. They found that when
the daily mean temperature is lower than 65 degrees, most buildings require
heat to maintain an inside temperature of 70 degrees. + The daily mean
temperature is obtained by adding together the maximum and minimum tempera-
tures reported for the day and dividing the total by two. Each degree,of
mean temperature below 65 is counted as one heating degree day. Thus,-if
the maximum temperature is 70 degrees and the minimum 52 degrees, four
heating degree clays would be produce/d. (70 + 52.= 122; 122 divided by
2 . 61; 65 - 61.= 4). If the daily mean temperature is 66 degrees or

\higher, the heating degree day total is zero.

For every additional heating degree day, more fuel is needed to maintain a
comfortable 70 degrees indoors. A day with a mean temperature of 35 degrees -.
30 heating degree days would require twice as much fuel as a day with a
mean temperature of 50 15 heating degree days, assuming, of course, similar
meteorological conditions such as wind speed and cloudiness.

So valuable has the heating degree concept become that daily, monthly and
seasonal totals are routinely computed for all temperature observing
stations in the National Weather Service's network. Daily figures are used
by fuel companies for evaluation of fuel use rates and for efficient scheduling
of deliveries. For example, if a heating system is known to use one gallon
of fuel for every 5 heating degree days,,oil deliveries will be scheduled to
meet this burning rate: Gas and Electric Company dispatchers use the data
to anticipate demand dnd to implement priority procedures when demand exceeds
capacity.

The amount of heat required to maintain a certain temperature level is pro-
portional to the heating degree days. A fuel bill usually will be twice as
high for a month with 1,000 heating degree days as for a month with 500.
For example, it can be estimated that about four times as much fuel will
.be required to heat a building in Chicago, where the annual average is
6;100 heating degree days, as it would to heat a building in New Orleans,
where the average is about 1,500. All th-k is true only if building
construction and living habits in thqe areas are similar. Since such
factors are not constant, these ratids must be modified by actual experience.
The use of heating degree days has the advantage that consumption rates are
fairly constant, i,e., fuel consumed for 100 degree days is about the same
whether the 100 heating degree days were accumulated on only three or four
days or were spread over seven or eight days.

a

All temperatures ar.w1,1n degrees Fahrenheit unless otherwise specified.

by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department
of Commerce, Sept, 1974
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Accumulation of temperature data for a particular location has resulted in the

establishmnet of "normal" values based on 30 years of record, (see Note 1).

Maps and tables of heating degree day donnals, are published by the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's Environmental Data Service (EDS). The

maps are useful only for broad general comparisons, because temperatures, even

in a small area, vary considerably depending on differences in altitude,

exposure, wind, and other circumstances. Figure 1, NORMAL SEASONAL HEATING

DEGREE DAYS, 1941-1970, illustrates the national distribution. Tables of
normal monthly and annual heating degree days for U.S. cities provide a more

accurate basis for comparison. The tables show, for instance, that Washington,
D.C. (National Airport) has a normal annual total of 4,211 heating degree days,

while the normal for Boston, Massachusetts (Logan International Airport) is

5,621.

Heating degree day comparisons within a single area are the most accurate. For

example, March heating degree day totals in the Midwest average about 70 percent

of those for January. In Chicago, the coldest six months in order of decreasing
coldness are January, December, February, March, November, and April. Annual

heating degree day data are published by heating season which runs from July
of one year througb-Juqe of the next year. This enables direct comparison of
seasonal heating degree\day data and seasonal heating fuel requirements.

COOLING DEGREE DAYS

The.cooling degree day statistic - winmer sisler of the familiar heating
'degree day - serves as an index of dir-conditioning requirements during

the year's warmest months.

According to experts, the need for air-conditioning begins to be felt when

the daTiy maximum temperature climbs to 80 degrees and higher. The cooling

degree day is therefore a kind of mirror image 'of the heating degree day..

After obtaining the daily mean temperature, by adding together the day's high

and low temperatures and dividing the total by two, the,b6se 65 is subtracted

from the resulting figure to determine the cooling degree day total. For

example, a day with a maximum temperature of 82 degrees and a minimum of 60

would produce six cooling degree days,: (82 +460 = 142; 142 divided by 2 = 71;

71 65 = 6). If the daily mean temperature is 65 degrees or lower, the

cooling degree day total is ztro.

The greater the number of cooling degree days, the moree-ffergy is required to

malntain indoor temperatures at a comfortable level. However, the relationship

between cooling degree days and energy use is less precise than that between

heating degree days and fuel consumptipn. There is considerable controversy

among meteorologists, as well as air-conditioning engineers, as to what meteo-

rological variables are most closely related to energy consumption by air7

conditioning systems. Many experts arguethat because high humidity levels

make people feel more uncomfortable as temperatures rise, some measure of

moisture should be included in calculating energy needs for air-conditioning...

The Temperature-Humidity Index'has been suggested as an alteroative basis fp,-

calculating cooling degree days. In addition to humidity some experts feel

there are other factors, such as cloudiness and wind speed, that should be

included in computation of energy needs for air-conditioning. All agree, how-

ever, ttiat there is a need for a more effective measure of th. influence of

weather'on.air-conditioning loads.
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Until d definitive study of the_problem is conducted, NOAA's EDS is
contiquing to use and publish statistics based on simple cooling degree
day calculations, employing air temperatures measured at National

.Weather Service Offices and cooperating stations throughout the country.
ifs with heating degree days, normals of cooling degree days have,been
established, based on 30-years of record, (see Note 1). FIGURE 2,
NORMAL SEASONAL COOLING DEGREE DAYS, 1941-1970 illustrates the national
distribution.

4
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wiciu_EttuicL,siamma
111 S. A. Weeks1 and p. R. Price2

INTRODUCTION':

Rapidly increasing coats of energy sources have caused renewed interest ipthe );eneration 'of power from wind. This inexhaustible source of energy alsohas the sdvantAge, of not creating pollution of the atmosphere. .The main dis-advantage ot wind generator use in high cost per unit of electric power withexi!.-ting systems.

4

The best known example of wind power is probably the Dutch windmilla, whictotigWated around thq. 12tWeentury. Pumping water hIttorically has been thei iii function of windmills. In many range aieas they Are still extensivelyte14:d for stock wat,ering in remote locations. These multi-bladed units co'nvertrct,lry motion to drive a piston pump. Pumping water with windmills was andcontInues to be practical due to relatively low power requirements. Also,wa.ter tank servos as a reservoir4Ouring calm periods. In general, sehwindmills were not very efficient, with some capacity figures indicatingoiticiencies below 10% for the pumping system. Low cost and equipment rell-abillty'were the main advantages.

1W -)Wind-driven clectrc generating plants commonly used in rural areas thirty to1101ty years ago provided around 3,000 watts of power for the basic needs of abkimestead. Two factors contributed to the-demise of these power 'Plants: (1)the availability of electric power as utility lines were extended to ruralareaq, Ind (2) the addition of electric appliances with,their accompanyingpowui requiroMents: By the 1950's, manufacturers of wind electric plants«mid not compete wiiivlarge generating stations,.

in general, little informAtion is available as to wind velocities and directionsspecific locations. Such data'14du1d be aigreat aid in selection of the bestsitoI tor. wind power twits. The problem'is complicated by the fact that thevulo-ity of the wind changes rapidly even durihg relatively stable weather,wItritions. Sites with high mean annual wind velocities and close proximitytk- load centers are also somewhat rare:

rho tArgost unit const ructed in the United States was the Smith-Putnam 1-,250kilowatt generator installed on a hilltop in Vermont in 1941. The 15-tonblA,A (175 ft. diameter) rotated at a rated speed of 28-.7 rpm. ElecLcicpoweu waq fed directly into the lines of the Central Vermont Servibe Corpor-.1tioe. The rotor blades failed after several months of operation and theptoluct wa!: abandoned due to lack of financing.

S. A. Weeks. Research Associate, Department of Agricultural Engineering,New York State College of Agriculture Si Life Sciences, Cornell University.

'0. R. Price, Associate Professor, Department of Agrikiltural'Engineering,-
New York 5tate College of Agriculture & Life kiences, Cornell University.

IL?
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Smith-Putnam.Wind

WIND POWER POTENTIAL:

Ggnerator Constructed lkin Verm nt (1441)

.P;)wer In the wind is governed by the following equation:

-1 1

P 5.02 x l0 AV-

where P theoretical power, (watts)

A area swept by the rotor (ft))

N wind velocity, (miles pet. hout)

As an example, a windmill with 6 ft. diameter blades presents a sweep area of

28.3 ft"' to the wind. In a 15 mph. wind the powvr in the Wind for this'area

would be 480 watts. Nowever, fmn_turbine theory, a maximum of.,59.2 percent

of this value can' be-obtained by any windmill, reducing the maximum available

power to 284 watts. Now, since awell-dvsigned impeller may obtain approxi-

mately 75 percent. of the maximum available power, the power'at the output,,

shaft ls reduced to 213 watts. This fthure would be further reduced when

converting shaft power to electricity orbheat. A4 overall power efficiency

of 30 percent is an nveragi which could be expected from windmills. The

.following table Indicates the power available-from the wind in an overall. -

3ystem.
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Table I. Available power (watts) trom the wind assuming
a

Propeller

DiAmeter (it.)

6

8

10

12

14

,16
18

20

5

2

5

10

15

21

30

38

48

system efficiency of 30 percent

WIND VEWC.ITY (miles per hour)

10 15 20 25

4- 19 64 152 - 296
43 144 341. 665
76 256 605 1183

119 399 947 1848
110 675 1363 2661
232 782 1855 3623
307 1022 ;423 4731
383 1293 3066 5988
473 1597 3785 7393

v

It ,ihould be noted that, although efficiency of a wind power system.is
Important, in the Final analysis power output per dollar input is the maid
ititeuil t",or judging the operation. Another factdr to be considered is the
WiniiiAss of the winds. Due to gusts the energy actually obtained over a
pf:r1o4Wof time may be double that calculated using the average wind velocity.
chh; ts due to the fact that power output changes with the cube of the wind
.pt.ed which means that high velocity, low duration gusts have great power
potential.

An estimation of the potential monthly output can be estimated by multiplying
the rated output of the system by the factors in Table 2.

Table 2. Factors for estimating
monthly power outputs

Average
Windspeed, mph.

Multiplier
Factor

8 40
10 60
12 80
.14 100

It

For example,- a wind generator ratedat 2 kilowatts and located in an area with
Ail average wind speed of 12 mph., woilld be expected to generate 160 kilowatt-
hours per month.

HOUSEHOLD POWER DEMANDS:

A knowledge of the average energy, consumption of various electrical appli4nces,
is useful in placing the problem in proper perspective. Table 3 lists many
common household appliances. Average electricity consumption for a household
without electric heat would be in the range of 400-.600 kilowatt hours per month.
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A kilowatt-hour (kwh) in aimply 1000 watts used for one hour. A 100-watt

light huviling for 10 houra UnOri One kilowatt-hour.

Table 3. Estimated annual kilowatt-hours consumption of

selected electrical appliances

Est. kwh

Eqr AK.

! Air Conditignor (central) . 2500

Kir Conditioner (room) 595

Blanket, electric 147
1

15Blender.

1 Broiler
Hon oporwr
C,Irvftg Knife 8

C:ok-k 17

1 C10' hes Dryer 993

;

Maker 106

Deh-midifier
Lot ee

377

, 1.i:.hwasher 242

; kin (attic) 291

i

Fan (furnace) 394

. ran ,(roll-about) 138

T1oor Po 1 i she r 15

Floczcr (15 cu. ft.) 1195

186vrying Pan
1:Irnar.e DIspogal 30

ill (sandwich) 33

1U

. hAir Dryer
He.iting Pad 1

hv:11 Lailp (infrared) 13.

NI :it. Pump 16,003

1

ill!a t er (e lecir 1c res : ance)17,000

1

lot Plate 90

100

5_

Ent. kwh
pl!r _yr .

Humidifier 163

Iron 98

Lighting 340

Mixer 13

Oil Burner or Stoker 410

Radio Phonograph 86

Range 1175

'Refrigerator-Freezer 1150

(14 cu. ft.)
Refrigerator-Freezer 1400

(14 cu. ft. froytless)
Roaster 205

Sewing Machine 11

Shaver 18

Sun Lanip 16

Television (B&W) 262

Television (color) 375

yoaster 39

Toothbrtish 5

Vacuum Cleaner 46

Waffle Iron 22

Washing Machine (automatic) 78

Washing Machine 59

(non-automatic)
Water Heater 4219

Water Pump 231

ihe usq of wind generation would tend to force a homeowner to stagger the use

of eIe,-.trical equipment In the home. Several appliances operating at the

-;:tut i. time when not necessary would result in a larger than necessary windmill

Aoncrator at a higher price.

PRESENT WIND GENERATOR SYSTEMS:

:wverai compankes are curyently acti;.fe,in producing small wind generators.

Nese are mainly high speed propeller units which change direction as the

wfnd shifts. A governor is used to prevent overspeeding damage in high winds.

Me output shaft drives a de generator that charges batteries. Power is then

liraurn from the batteries, either directly as de, or after being converted to

a.

lypical cost of a 2 kilc;Watt unit would be about $4,50P.W while one with a

6 kilowatt rating would he approximately $10,900.00 for the complete system.

Cunt per kilowatt hour produnid would be in the range of 15 to 25 OkInts,

ba..cd, on a fifteen year period of operation.
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AI preHeni, these uiectuiCity costs.ate very high compared to utility power
i..ost of approximately 3 1/2 cents per kildwatt-hour. However, in remote
-locations the costs connected with running lines to the site may be high.
in these cases, wind powered generators may compete with other types of
portable generators using diesel, gasoline or propane fuels. On the following
pages, four typan 0i wind rotors ars sketched and their operating character-
istics described.

High Speed Propeller

Commcuclai units of this type, ranging in size from 200 watts to 12 kilo-
watt!::, are available from I3everal manufacturerp. The propeller operates on a
horzontal axis, with blade tip speeds of 6 to 7 times greater than the wind
velocity. Three blades are commonly used in order to eliminate stress pro-
blems encountered with two,blade props. A tail vane is used to orient the
rotor to the wind. This design has a relatively high operating efficiency,
but the starting torque produced is quite low.

A malor advantage tf this type of mind generator is light weight. Experi-
mental units ard now being tested with Sails instead of solid props with the
hope of further reducing weight and improving efficiency. As with all units,
feathering is required to prevent overspeeding in high winds.

3 9,
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'Savonius Rotor

This vertical axis windmill is fabricated from cylinders which are split

and then offset as shown in the top view. Vertical axis design means that

winds are accepted from any direction, especially important in gusty conditions.

Operating characteristics 'include low rotational speed and high torque.

in(!xpensive construction is a main advantage, with 55 gallon drums 40siimonly

used for the rotor. One disadvantage of such construction is high witight,

makfht tower mounting difficult. Efficiencies are werally rated an low,

but more operating data is needed.

Darrieus Rotor

The airfoil blades on thlis verticalArxis windmill reffembel an eggbeater. It

accepts winds from any direction and is much lighter in weight than the

Slvonius Rotor. Operating characteristics include high rotational speed and

poor starting ability. More operating data is also needed in order to

.evalsate the potential of this rotor.

40
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Multi-Blade Turbine

This rotor Is a larger tvit lighter weight version of .early,multi-blade wind-
mills. 1M large blade area exposed to the win(I provides high startling' .

t,)rgae to the horizontal shaft. Some method of turning the blades into the
wrod is necessary. At present, good operating information istnop available
for this design.

CURRENT 'RESEARCH:

A major effort in wind power research is being supported by the National
Science Foundation (NSF) and the NatiOnal Ak-onautits and Space Administratibn
(NASA),. They are concentrating on large units (100 to 300 kilowatts) for
power generation. The overall program objective is to develop cost-effective
wind energy convlreion systems within 5 years. "It encompasses a.complete
study ranging from meteorological data to various methods of energy storage.
In addition.to the NSF, NASA effort, much is being dede by universities,
private companies, and individuals in an 'attempt to develop workable wind
power systems.
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Matching ot the mill to a generator and storage system is necessary to obtain

good periotmance of a wInd power system. Energy storage at present Is achieved

with hatturles. Other possibilities being researched are compressed air, hot

watet, flywheels, and chemical conversion. batteries have the advantage of

;.fmplicity although cost Is, high. It is possible that the best eventual use

of wind power will be fo-t. home heating.

5111\IMARY:

It is Ossible to generate useful :. amounts of power from the wind using current_

technology. The rqajor drawback at present is the high cost of generating

electlicity with theSe units. Better methods of energy storage nnd conversion

flay otter better solutions in the futntr.
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ERERGI_ATTITIEE, WRAY,

OBJECTNE: To help students determine their attitudes toward energy

1. Do you believe there is ,an energy shortage? Ayes no don't

know

2. Do you believe you have been giveh 0.realistic picture of the energy
situation facing the United States? yes no don't know -

3. Do you believe moSt Americans are energy "wasters?
yes no don't know

4. Do you believe most American's are energy "conservers"?
yes 2 no don't know

5. Do you believe Americans are "spoiled", Self-indulgent and reluctant
to take responsibility for the future? yes no don't know

6. Do you believe it is the responsibility of every U.S. citizen to con-
serve energy voluntarily? les no don't know

7. Do you'believe Americans will conserve energy only when government
control! are imposed? _/es no . don't know

8. Would you be willing t5 reduce your standard of living to conserv)
energy? yes no don't know

Do you believe you as an inaividual can make an impact on energy
consumption? yes no don't know

10. Would you-cohserve energy to save money? /-yes no don't know

11. Do you think the money saved is worththe inconvenience of conserving
energy? ,yes no "don't know.

1 ,

2 Do you think the energy saved 'IS worth the-inconvenience of conserving .

energy? "es no don't knoW

13. Do you feel technology will us out" of the energy shortage?

yes no don't know

14. Do you feel you have any input or participationJin the energy usage
decisIons made ty your, family? yes no don't,know

Are you going todo something to save energy? yes no don't

-know

0,1
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Find the percen ages for each response. For example: if on queWon,1200 students re pond; 100 say yes-, 60 no and 40 don't,know then the,percent sayi6 kes is 100 or 50%; saying no is 60 'or 30%; saying don't-
. 20 7601

r*know is.40 or 20% (You may choose to use-a calculator especially if

(large numbers of stuents respond).

,od

Suggestions:

1. Survey your class separately to see
has an effect.

You might print yOur results in the

.

,
if.the study of Industrial Aets

school-newspaper,

3. Survey the teachers and administrators. Do thetropinions differ,much40om the students?

elp
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RANK 1flIRENRcL C_OtiMTION.

OBJECTIVE: To help students gain an awareness of.energy use and

waste in the home.

Below you will see a list of items and activities which require energy

for their manufacture, use, and disposal.. Number (rank) these items in

order of importance and necessity to you. Mark your responses in column

A--number 1 being most important on down-to number 20 for least important.

A
B C

watching television
hot water for bathing
electric toothbrUsh
waffle iron
synthetic clothing
reading a book

,4 eating a raw apple

TV dinners
car ride to the store
drlve-in movie
making homemade ice cream
lipstiek or cologne
aerosol deodorant
electric hairdryer
bike riding
a walk in the sun
candy
nighttime football games
hot lunches
school buses

Now that you haye ranked these items according to their importance to you,

go back and rank the ones you feel are most energy intensive in Column B

(from "1 to 19".) Discuss your answers in class.

Now mark in4Olumn C the items you could do without which would help you

and our natiori'coqerve energy. Discuss,your answers in classe

Or
Suggestions:

I. Develop an Energy Alternatives bulletin board for the school.

4
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IDEAL 3

ENERGY CONSERVATION AT HOME

OBJECTIVE: To help students gain an awareness of energy use and
waste in the home.

Have students use the ENERGY CONSERVATION CHECKLIST F04 THE HOME
prepared for this ectivity to determine where/why/how energxis wasted.
Information gained from responses on the checklist can be used by students
to.develop energy conservation suggestions for their parents. Students
should encourage their families to implement the energy conseryation
_mieasures and do their Oft to make it work-. Following this experience
the class, might discuss such questions as:

I. What are the most inexpensive ways to conserve:energy in the home:.?

2. What are the moSt effective ways to conserve energy in the home?

3. Is it possible to still pay higher utility bills after implementing
an effective-energy conservation program at home? If so, why?

4.. How do you read electricity and gas meters?

CONTACT1bRGANIZATIONS:

1. Your.local gas or electric utility, power distributor, and
building supply house.

2. Idaho .Office of Energy; Statehouse, Boise, Idaho 83720.

3. See information sheet for estimates of yearly consumption by
common household appliances.
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flo
AN 'ENERGY CONSERVATrON CHECKLIST FOR THE HAT

Name & Address
of Resident:

Name'of Student:

Rate:

IrE THIS CPECKLIST TO PrIWRMIjE WPERE/HOW/hWY ENFRGY IS AT !:(V:E.

nTL,;.' MORE CHECXED 'YES," THE NORE ENERGY CONSERVATION Mr:AURT.,W RENO Imp.

YES NO

1. Are spaces around windows, doors, air conditioners,

etc., properly caulked (sealed tightly)?

2. Are there storm windows, and doors throughout the

home?

3. Are windows tightly closed at alA times during cold

weather?

4. Arejexterior doors closed quickly after use?

5. Are'drapes and shades closed at ntght and on cloudy

or windy days during the winter?

6. Are drapes insulated?

7. Are hot air ducts or radiator's closed off in unused

rooms or closets?

8. Are hot water pipes and air ducts insulated?.
A

9. Is the air conditioner located on the shady side of

the house?

10. Are drapes and furniture located so hey do not

interfere with air duets, radiators, thermostats?

11. Are the walls josulated?

48
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1?. Does the flopvhlive 2"-311" of insulation?

13. Does the attic have six to eight inches
of insulation?

14. Is an attic fan used in the summer?

- 15. Is the fireplace damper closed tightly when
not in use?

16. Are heating and cooling filters clean?

17. .1s the'thermostat set at 68
o
or below during

winter months?

(

18. Is the thermostat set at 78o or above during
s unine r months ?

19. Is the thermostat adjusted at night?

20. Do thelmostats indicate accurately calibrated 41'
temperature-settings?

21. Are lights tUrned off when not needed?

22. Is the TV, radio, or stereo turned off when
not in use?

, 23. Are ovens and burners turned off immediately
after use?

24. Is the oven used to bake more than one food
at a time?

25. Is the refrigerator thermastat set at +40°F?

26. Are gaskets around refrigerator and (freezer
doors tight?

27. Is the frost on the refrigeratorrand freezer less
than 1/47inch thick?

28. Is the water heater tsmperature setting
between 120 F and 140 F?

--'29.- Are all water faucets in good repair. (not
leaking)?

30. Do the residents take brief showers or use
a small amount of water in the tub?

/

YES NO
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31. Are clothes washed only when there is a full load?

32. When washing clothing, is cold or warm water used

if possible?

33. Are dishes washed only when there is a full load?

34. Are evergreens properly located around the outside

of the house to provide a break against cold winter

wind and shade against the hot sunner sun?

35. Are deciduous plants located on the south of the

house to admit the winter sun and protect from the
summer sun?

Is there a humidifier in the home?.

11111,

°I.

YES NO



ANNUAL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF ELECTRIC
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

!lppliance Wattage Consumption

., 9137. 1,14*

Air cleaner.

Air conditioner (room)
Bed coyering 147

' A Blender 386 15
Broiler 1,436 100
Carving knife 92 8
Clock

. 2 17
Clothes dryer 4,856 993
Coffee maker 894 .106
Deep fryer 1,448 83
Dehumidifier

v.

257 377
Dishwasher 1,201 363**
Egg cooker 516 14
Fan (attic) 370 291
Fan (circulating) 88 43
Fan (window) 200 .170
Floor polisher 305 15
Freezer (15 cu..ft.), 341 1,195

III
Freezer, frostless (15 cu. ft.). 440 1,761
Fry1ng pan 1,196 186
Hair dryer 381 14
Heater (portable) _ 1,322. 176
Heating pad 65 10
Hot plate 1,257 90
Humidifier

. 177 163
Iron 1,008 ; 144
Mixer 127 13
Oven (microwave) 1,450 190
Radio 71. 86
Radio/record player 109 109
Range, with oven 12,200 1475
Range, with self-cleaning oven 12,200 1,205
Refrigerdtor/Freezer(14 cu.ft.) 326 1,137
Refrigerator/Freezer, frostless

(14 cu. ft.) 615 1,829
Roaster. 1,333 205
Sandwich grill 1,161 33
Sewing machine 75 11
Shaver 14 1.8
Sun lamp 279 16

411.

@ 3(t/kwhr

$ 3(6).19116

(1.0/night) 4.41
(0.2/use) .45

3.00

.24

.51

3.0/load) 29.79
.25/pot) 3.18

2.49
11.31

(1.0/load) 10.84
.42

8.73
1.29

A
5.10
.45

(5.0/day) 35.85

52.83
5.58

.33/hr) .42

1.5/hr) 5.28
.30

2.70
4.89

(1.0/hr) 4.32
(.05/use) .39

5..70

2.58

e5//tilln21)

3.27
35.25
36.15
34.11

54.87
.15

.99

(1.0/month) .33
(.001/shave) .05

.48

*Based upon 1,000 hours of operation per year; this figure will Vary
widely depending on geographic area and size of unit.

**Does not include kilowatt-hours for heating.water.
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ANNUAL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF ELECTRIC HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES (continued)

Watta_v

160

Consuivation

350

Annual Cost .

@ 34/kwhr

$ 10.50

Appliance

Television (black and white),
tube type

Television (black and white),
solid state 55 120 ( 16/40. 3.60

Television (color), tube type 100 660 19.80

Television (color), partial
solid state 200 440 13.20

Toaster 1,146 39 (.04/slice) 1.17

Toothbrush 7 0.5 (.001/brushing) .015

Trash compactor 400 50 1.50

Vacuum cleaner 630 46 (.63/hr) 1.38

Vibrator 40 2 .06

Waffle iron 1,116j 22 (.25/waffle) .66

Washing machine (automatic) 512 103** (.33/load) 3.09

Washingoachine (manual) . 286 76 2.28.

Waste dispoSer 445 30 (.01/load) .90

Water heater (standard) , 2,475 4,219 (12.0/day) 126.57

Water heater (quick-recovery) '4,474 4,811 144.33

Watt va-cm .11.SCUT1ITSIMAIiIMICMIC.11.R.Y~Y.117.1MI.WOCIMISSIII.Or .asafammcm.sseencurratrasitaum.resoncr*sorkerrubse. amMax moal. 71/111111111,1001.110M

**Does not include kilowatt-hours for heating water.

Source: All figures courtesy of Electric .Energy Association, New

York, New York, 1973, and the Tennessee Energy Office, 1975.
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ORGANIZING A SCHOOL ENERGY CONTEST

OBJECTIVE: To provide students with an opportunity to use their
understanding of energy problems to communicate energy
conservation practices to others.

Sponsoring an energy contest will afford students an excellent
opportunity to apply their knowledge about the energy situation and
need for conservation. There arle numerous possibilities, including:
poster, photography, or essay corAests, speeches, and debates. You
will want to conseer the following When developing a plan for the contest:

1. What specific kind of contest will it be?

2. What energy topics (problems, concerns, technologies) will
be included?

3. Who is eligibl'e to enter? How may they enter?

4. What criteria apply to the specific colltest (e.g., if photography,
the size, color, and mounting of photographs)?

5. What prizes or awards (e.g., cash, savings bonds, certificates)
will be offered?

6. Who will select winners? Students? A panel of community
members? What criteria will be used to select judges?

. 7. When would the contest begin and end?

8. To whom are entries submitted? A program coordinator? A teacher?
The chairman of the panel of judges?

9. How will publicity be handled?

10. What companies or organizations might sponsor the contest?

11. Will there be an awards ceremony.(reception, assembly, or luncheon)
to announce the winners?
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DIALLEULLELIIILL,
4

OBJECTIVE: To familiarize students with the cost of energy in_the home.

Have students analyze 'util ty bills sent to their homes for the
past several' years, or the pasJ full year, if possible. How much money-

is spent each month for gas, water, and electricity?

_

Students may construct a alart for the monthly use oik0s, water,
and electricity. Charts should illustrate the -amount of ele resource

'used anAthe cost involved for each month. Past monthly records are
'available from local utility companies and may be used for comparison

purposes.

Students should be encourag0 ed to post the charts at home for the

family's future reference.

SUGGESTIONS:

1. Show students how to read gas,,water, and electric bills and meters.

2. Have students list ways to conserve gas, water, and electricity.

3. L Point out the major changes ih energy use which occur as seasons

-change.

'Have students list watts, amps, volts of all appliances in their

homes.

CONTACT ORGANIZATIONS:

1. Your local power distributor or utility company.

2. Public Utilities Commission, 472 W. Washington Street, Boise, ID 83720.

6,2



IDEA 6 it
canTINa alum BILLS

OBJECTIVE: To acquaint the student with the method of reading an
electric meter and interpreting an electric wvice,

billing.

The teacher will distribute copies of the accompanying mqterial to allstudents and, with the aid 0 a master copy oR the overhkad projector,
guide them through the steps in reading the electric meter. Be surethat the students understand the procedure by changing the positionsof the dials and asking for new readings. (A large 1cardbgard typeof chart containing meters and movable dials could, be constructedby one of the students and used for individual practice.)

Following the same basic procedure, the teacher guides the student
through a reading and explanation of the indicated items on theelectric service bill, giving special attention to the'figures.which
indicate the kilowatt hours used.

Several costs of operation of appliances in the home can.be workedout using the rate chart eincluded in this activity. It may be agood idea to check.your local power company to determine,if therates are substantially d1ffereQ0 from those included here.

Follow Up:

Students record daily kilowatt readings (at the same-time each day)for one month, recording these data in a simple journal which alSoincludes some observations about the temperature, appliance use,and otherpertinent factors which might affect the amount of useof appliances.

[rest Rating Scales - June 1975

1st 20 Kilowatt Hodrs $ .021 750-1350 KWH $ .03120-100 KWH 045 1350-7800 KWH .0285,.. 100-200 KWH .039
. 1200-750 KWH .039

#

't

Aramb
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00-IT-YOURSELF PROJECTS

How to Read a Meter

To read an electric meter, stand erectly in front of dials. Read

dials from left to right. Some-of the dials move in opposite direc,-

tions fronfeach other, but regardless of that, always read the smaller

figure when the hands are between two numbers. For instance, in the

left box above, the figures read 4683.

If the hand of the first dial appears to be directly over a number,'read

the ne)4 dial to determine whether or not the hand has passed zero. If

it hasn't reached zero, use the next lower number on the first dial. The

reading on the dials Im..the right box should be 4982.

The figures on the dials represeht kilowatt-hours which signify the number

of kilowatts flowing through your meter multiplied by the length of.time.

How to (Worm
Amount
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Boogie.IlI
1.4..111 A40.1 $1.

1 14041.1on1.8.1

Ioor K!mon
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..
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100,
w Wawa

MRAMILIAM
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p J704 00401
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01111111111111111111100malrilliarrIrral.11

m

Conr s
Invivnl

Th
44 141 PWWM
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$9.11

MIL
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mat6*1 ~WM

01 &WIWI 4
WWI WIwoo TOY
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The r'eproduction of the above bill is Toimilar-to,tne one which comes to'

your home monthly. The figure ,circled at the top of the bill is the

present meter reading.. If you subtract the corresponding reading in

the previous bill from the present reading you get the number of kilowatt-

hours (330),of electricity used between the present and previous readings.

4
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OBJECTIVE: To familiarize students with the costs and savings of
using storm windows and doors'..

(
Audents can ask their parents to have a dealer come to their homes"
and give them a cost estimate for installing storm windows and

. oors, 4ef a home*aiready has storm windows anelOors, the savings
in fuel and money should be determined by obtaining and analyzing
utility bills one year before and one year after the storm windows and
doors were -installed.

Some questions for students to answer include:

I. -Over what period of time would storm windows and doors_pay
for themselves? What factors must be considered?

2. Are storm windOws more energy efficient,than thermopane windows? N

3.- As a consérvdilon technique, are storm windows and doors more
important than ceiling and wall insulation?

4. Why do storm windows steam up or' show. condensation?

CONTACT ORGANIZATIONS:

1. To contact a dealer, see "storm windows, doors, and windows"
.

in the yellow pages of the telephone directory.

,2. Federal Energy Administration, 12th and Tennsylvania Avenue, NW,
WashirOton, D.C. 20461

3. Waho Office of Energy; Statehouse, Boise, Idaho 83720.
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IDEA 84'1 (t-

J.

1.

OBJECTIVE: To help Atudents become/falliiliar 0th:the types of

,insulation available,AbCie uses, advantages, dis-

advantages, and costs. :

Proper home insulation is one of the be0:ways to conserve energy and

save money. Before buxing any insulation, thp,consumer.should know

three important things:

1 "wWhat the R-value of the insulation should be,.- -W-va1u4-is.

a number that indicates how muchreOstanCe the insulation
presents to heat flowing througtvi-t. The bigger tbe R-value

number, the more effective theinsulatier. (See information

sheet for more information.on R-v4lue.)

2. What kind of insulation to buy,',
Batts: glass fiber; rock Wol

. .0

Blankets: glass fiber; roaoO1
Foam-in-place: ureaformaldehyde
Loose fill'Wlown in)) glats ftber;.Nick-ripol;

,celluloOe'04f-
Loose fill (poured'in): glassjiberyfoO. Wool,;

cellulosic fiber perlite

Rigid board: extruded polystyrene bead board
(expanded poTystyrene); urethane board;

glass fiber

3. How thick insulation should be. for'the R-value of each .

t)ipe'of insulation, see information %sheet.

Have students consult current litetature, visit building supply com-

panies and contact organizations to learn about the°vsecost, an4

installation of insulation. Specifically, they should find answers

to the following questions: ,

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each kind of

insUlatidn?

2. What kinds of insulation should be used in the house and where?

3. What iS a vapor barrier? Why is it important?

4. What is he installation cost forTaghokind of'insulation?

5. What tools are needed'to install insulation?.

58
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What would be some. good incentives to get people o beftee
insulate their homes?,

7. What priority would you assign to insulating a home as a
means of saving money and energy?

orACT ORGANIZATIONS:
t.,

1. - See "Insulation"1 in yellow pages of telephone'book and contact
dealers for specific information.

National InsulatiOn Contractors Association, 8630 Fenton Street,
Suite 506, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910.

3. National Mineral Wood Insulation Association, Inc., 211 E. 51st
Street, New York, New Yiirk 10022.

4 Oweps-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Fiberglas Tower, Toledo,
Ohio 43659.
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IDEA 9

mutti_ENERGiseskuudat

OBJECTIVE: To help students see the need for conserving energy.

Shortages in home heating fdels and the high cost of electrical
energy generation have prompted utility companies, as well as
-the public, to look into energy conserving methods to help heat,
,the home efficiently.

Have the students prepare a checklist of conserving projects
for their homes. Then have the individual students survey
their homes to see if the practices ore in effect there. Stu-
dents can bring this information back to the classroom and
discussion, have the students take,back their findings to
their-parents.

Topics for discussion should include,amount of fuel wasted,
effect on heating bill, and ways to alleviate the problems.

Sample Checklist:

Yes No
_

Storm Windows -

Storm Doors

Insulation x

Heat Off in Unused Rooms

WeatherstrippingL i
,

r!

CONTACT ORGANIZATION:

kar

1. Your local utility or electric power distributor.

. 6s

,
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IDLA 10

THE WAST ING_ OF ENERGY

OBJECTIVE: To help students become more aware of energy waste-fill
habits.c.

Review with the class the general principle that energy is required
to make all of the substances we throw away in our trash cans.
Develop on the chalkboard with input from students a list of the
substances commonly thrown into trash cans such as paper, food wastes,
glass containers, plastic wrapping materials, and others. Ask stu-
dents to "guess" what substances comprise the major portions of solid
waste found in the "National Trash Can".

Present, with use of an overhead projector, the figure below that
shows'the amount of various substances crprising the national trash
can in 1971. Compare the data shown,witn their guesses.

Involve students in speculating whether the contents of.the trash can
have been changing since 1971. Why or why not? Ask each student to
list on paper several things he and/or his family can'do to reduce
waste in two or three of the categories. Discuss individual responses
in an effort to reach class consensus.

National Trash Can
(Annual Municipal Solid Waal. 1971)

1111101*--00410^;94M01 Pmftehr* Afipmy $need sperf II COrIrMB. PO.
Rwrary ingl Sow.* INIK1.16.

1
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pEA..11,

WIND POWER

OBJECTIVE: To provide students the opportunity to work with energy
systems to gain an understanding of how energy is avail-

able, converted, transmitted, stored, controlled, and

conserved.

Ask each student to bring a plastic bleach or other round

symetrically shaped plastic bottle to class.

2 Given the plastic bottle, each student cuts and bendsflaps
from the large section of the bottle. Size and number may

vary from student to student.

3. Students will fasten a small nail into the end of a section
of dowel, going through the bottom of the plastic bottle in

the process. Make sure the bottle is centered before driving

the nail.

4. Twist the bottle to.enlarge the hole. The bottle shoutd turn

freelY.
VI,

5. Using a fan or wind tunnel, test the windmill. Students will

observe each others windmills, ahd discuss why some Operated'

Atter than others. (Flaps too small, not enough flaps, bottle

not centered.on nail, etc.,)

(1,

. 44,



IDEAAZ

IIJSCLE POKR

OBJECTIVE: To provide students the oppontunity to work with energy
systems to gain an understanding of how energy is avail-
able, converted, transmitted, stored, controlled, and
conserved.

Design and construct a generator machine capable of producing
an electrical output obtained from various size and potential
people.

SUGGESTIONS:

1. Group students together with approximately two people per group.

2. Use bicycle generator and frame.

f. Measure output by ustng meters, or light bulbs.

4. If 5-10 speed bicycle is brought in, figure out mechanical
advantage.

5. Contest of who can provide most muscle power with the least
amour4 of input.

4

40;

-4
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EDSSILRELJEYCLIffi

OBJECTIVES: To help students understand conservation through
reclaiming.

Given a quart of contaminated oil, reprocess the oil by fi1tering,
magnetic separation and siphoning. This activity may be given as
a problem for the students to solve themselves or they may be guided
through the solution.

Materials: (Instructor prepared) 1 qt. lOw oil with steel filings,
sand and water added.

1 - funnel
2 glass beakers
1 6 inch by 6 inch cloth
1 bar magnet
1 piece tubing (for siphon)

Suggestions:

1. Shake the contaminatedioil well.

2. Place the cloth into the funnel, the funnel over the glass
beaker and slowly pour the contaminated oil Into the funnel.

3. Move the magnet slowly through the filtered oil to attract
any steel filings in the pil.

Allow the 'oil to stand in the beaker until it has ris.en above
the water.

5 Pinch the end of the tube with'pliers. And Insert it through
the oil into the water and siphon off the water into another
beaker.

WS.
.

.

64
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ENERGY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

h. If everyone cut down his energy use, the savings would be great.

5. Gasoline Is one way of meeting the energy crunch. ,

9. The United States is currently experiencing a of energy supplies40

11. the water level in your washer accordpR to the sire load you have.

12. The frost- ---- refrigerator costs 1 1/2 tIles as much to operate as the

refrigerator you must defrost yourself. ia

14. arounl vindows to keep varin air ihside and cold air out.

15. Tlovides only ft tiny part of our energy needs.

18. Stuff rolled-up in cracks around doors and windows to keep cold tifr

out.

20. To keep feeiewarmer, put on an extra pair of

21. The United States has less than 6 percent of the world's but almost half 411.
its cars.

23. film can b6 used as :temporary storm window.

30. More than a qutirter of the U.S. energy budget goes for

\,

31. the frost from your refrigerator allowa it to operate mdre efficiently.
32. Clean or your furnace filter regularly.

34% fission ls a minor source of. energy today.

40 35. Demand for energy has at a startling rate.

37. If yoti aren't using a in your house, close it off.

38.. We can not stand by and do alpOut the energY shortage.

39. For better gaA mileage, keep.your inflated properly.

42. When you --- clothes, avoid overdrying; rt sets wrinkles and wastelenergy.
43. Cutting energy is a big part of coping with energy crisis.

44. Oeing more cubes than you need wastes energy.

45. Clean or change your furnace regularly.

46. Energy-saving measures can become thrifty that vill save us money.66

(1.

41.
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47. Reducing your from 70 to 50 can improve your car's mileage.

48. is the most energy-efficient means of tranaportation.

50. In the generation of electricity, energy is lost in tihe form of waste ----.

51. Whenever possible, pans to eliminate heat loss while cooking.

55. The United States uses ---- energy than any other nation.

57. An uninsulated house a great deal of heat through the roof.

58. The United States has almost half the world's

59: Turn off the in a room when no one is using them.

6o. Most of the energy resources we rely on are

61. Electricity is'measured in

63. yindmills take advantage of wind .

65. Two free sources of energy are sun and ---- .
.

.

68. Every family makrs of energy-use decisions every day.

69. around doors and windows can cut heat loss.

71. Cutting our evrgy budget will not require any changes in lifestyle.

73. Ceiling can greatly reduce heat loss through the roof.

74. Driving slower should,reduce your car's..gas

76. Avoid letting the hot water --- needlessly.

77. Consumers need to make energy-related decisions

78. Recycling and thingS you'd normally throw away helps save energy.

79. light cars get more miles per gallon than big, heavy cars.

1. When you use your range^----,''fill it up.

2. Cars consume billions of gallonp of every year.

3. Gasoline, kerosene, diesel fuel and host ofother produCts are derived c,

from ---.

6. Many Idaho with naturals.



\I
7- is our major fuel resource.

8. Saving energy saves

10: Fossil Fuel is no longer the conmodity it once vas.

12. The refrigerator that keeps itself free of costs 1 1/2t1nes as much to

operate as the refrigerator you must defrost yourself.

13. Opening cans by handivill not save a lot of

114. proNkides for about 18 percent of otir energy needs.

15. In the home a good deal of energy is used for

16. If reducing the temperature in your home has left you coldl put on a

Open your when the sun shines to take advantage7of the oun's energv,

for heating,

119. The largest part of the home energy budget goes-for heating'

22. fou can reduce the amount of driving you do by your route tqtter.

24. :our efforts --- make a difference!

25. Energy demands from the

energy budget.

tit

sector make up almost 1/5 of-the nftiorml

26. Turn off,electric when nOt in use.

27. "Power"-accessories and extras cut your car's per gallon.

28. More enel-gy is cqnsumed in the sector of society than in any other.

1

29. The energy crisis is sure to atfect the vay we use-our

Cut home heating costs by love ing the to 68 degrees..

33. Only are less ener -efficient than automobiles.

36. We must try for more energy use.

O. is what this puzzle is all about.

41. To reduce peak energy use in esrly-eyening, 'the 4hole nation., vept on "ti°
?NJ

saving time. %

%
r

42. Avoid opening the refrigerator mpre than necessary:.

4Turn the heat 70 degrees to save,nergy:

68

t't
.11
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4CROSS DOWN

4. collective 1.

5. rationing 2.

9. shortage 3.

11. adjust 6.

12. free 7.

14. caulk 8.

15. hydropower 10.
18. newspapers 12.
20. Oocks 13.
21. people 14.
23. plastic
30. transportation 1.
31. cleaning 17.
32. change 19.
34. nuclear. 22.
35. increased 24.

('`37. rOOM 25.
38. nothing 26,
39. tires 27.
42. -dry 28.
44. ice 29.
45. filter 30.
46. habits 33.
47. :weed 36.
48. bicycling 40.
50. heat 41.
51. 'cover 42.
55. 'more

57. loses 49.
58. autos
59. tights
60. limited 53.
01. kilowatts 54.
63. power 56:
65. wind 62.
68. dozens 64.
69. wentherwtripping, 65.
71. drastie 66.
73. inpulaiion
74. consumption

4 A

76.

77.

0,
'run

conpaoyely
70.

78. reugetng 74.
79. sMAll

t

(

oven
gasoline
oil
gas

petroleum,
money
cheap
frost

electricity
coal
heating
sweater
draperies
space

planning
can
residential
appliances
miles
industrial
leisure
thermostat
airplanes
efficient
energy
daylight
daor

costs

comfort
wood
leak-'
earpool
television
attitudes--
rise
windows
storm
down'
warmer
rating
cute,

cAosel.

pot.

,

*OP

S '
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70

I

49: Energy have risen phenomenally in past months.

51. Increasing the tumidity

Aeceesarily

52. ---- is not

,53. A tiny ----

54. Organize a

your home will add'to your

allow you to get by with less fuel.

major source of energy..

bu viii not

can waste hundreds of gallons of hot vater in,a year.

<1.

(two words) to-reduce gas consumption by cuttin

numtier of cars on the road.

56. The instant-On

62. A change in consumer

64. The cost of energy has to ----.

65. Much heat is lost through

is on even when ft's off.

66.

67. Cut ----, not out, to save

windows cut heat loss.

69. Wear more clothes to keep_

pthe

is necessary to make'energy conservation work.

energy.

70. You can use the data on the back of an air conditioner to figure itS

sfficiency.

72: No gUick the energy 'shortage s In sight.
\

74., ----- the firepla e damper when the fireplace is not in use.

75. Use and panslhat fit stove burners..
a

.
.,

.

-
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APELIPICLAJD11

OBJE_C T EVE To hel p the student real i ze the number and type of
appliances in the average american home and their

2",,..-consumption of energy.

Few pe,op le real ize how marky appl lances they have , Jr.d certa inly don' trealize how much energy they consume; . Below..you will find an audit formyou can use to record tnformation on the_Appliances in your home.. Theaudit provides a listing of the most common- items as Well as their annuii !energy consumption; it also provides a check for maintenance or conditionthe iteilf. Record all the items in your home, check.their Condition andtally the anniial consumption rates. Use the cost per. kilowatt-hour in yo.frarea to determine the annual cost of the appliances in your home. Make r--commendations for the maintenance of items from your "checklist.
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Bed Covering
Blender

_Broiler

147
15.
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APPLIANCE AUDIT FORM (CONT.)

Freezer, 15 cu.
ft. h-ostless

"1"illTAP
--C-eriiiicfdiT-tamp

1,761

186

,

w-
.

,

-

Hair Dryer
Heater (porta0e)

141

14

176
.

Heat-Mg-Pi-EL
Heat tamp
Hot Plate

10

13
, 90

1-63

144

13

______.

-*----

. .

1

, I': 4

k

Humidifier
Iron (hand)
Mixer ,

Oven, Microwave
Radio
Radio/ReArd

Pl4yer

190

86/

109
,

'Range,
frith-Oven

with'self-
. cleaning oven

1,175

1 205

1 4

Refrigerator
12 cu. ft.

Refrige-ator 12
cu.ftt frostless

728

1,217

.

,
,

N

-, 4

.

,

.

Ref./Freezer
14 cu. ft.-

Ref./Freezer 14
' -ou.ft. frostless

1,136

1,829

.

Roaster
Sandwich grill
',Shhver__ .

205
:33

1.8 r

,

,

--.

.

.

.ft,

..

.

a

.

.

_

I'

.

-------
1 '

.

.

'SueLamp
Television v
bladk Etwhite-
Aube, type ,

lt

r

350

i20
660,
440

-

%

bla'ck& white
..,solid"state
6otor tu0e twe
color ,soljd state

,

,. .
,N.

,

, ' 0

. "
.

, 4
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OBJECTIVE:

N\

IDEA 41.6

ENERGY coNvosjoN PINwHEEL

To help the stuOnt understand.the conver'Sion of .

wind energy to mechanital energy.

.01

4a/

-

r,

3 \

1. Cut out the pattern and cut on.the dotted llnes.
,

2. 0.old all.numbered cornerI-to.thp_center-anici'pach a straight*
pinAhrough the.dots and through the center. 1

AC.

arm!
t

1'4

3. . Sticuf-eye'pin in the end of a pencil'eraSèrl
a

4,, Blow on pinwheel or run into Vag wind.
.

e.

4

P -

, 4 -

\.

Z

414

El
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RESIDENTIAL ENEM CHEMIST

the following energy chguklist can be used by yod (the student), your
pirenes, and, relatives as a handy guide to systematically search for
residential energy waste_and potentials for conservation. The checklist
does not attempt to quantify the energy loss, nor estiMate the cost to
aleviate the problems. In some cases, it ioight ot be practical ,to try -

. to el iMinate the waste, but rather to reduce it or, its impact. You should
refer to the specific areas in the text 'for further information. For ex-
ampla, if ,you find several problems under home Construction, you should
refer to Section 3'of the- text. If you see a lot of waste in the area of
Food Prepipation, you should refer to Section 4.
Hbuse: The Shell yes no

'. Are plants properly, located around the house
to prOvide a break _against wind and shade
against unwanted sun?

2. Are drapes, and furniture Agcated so, they do
nOt obstruct heating, air-eonditioning or
ventilation?

3. Are draperiensulated?
---ir .

4. Do draperie's, fit snugly around the window?

5. Are exterior house' doors.closed yickly
. f ,

after use?'

6. Are lights and aPpliances(turned off after use?

7. Do you-have storm windows and doors?

I

8. -Ar6 all daprs And wjndows prop4rly caulked \
and weatherWipped?

Ar.p draperies and shades CloSed at night and on
cteudY, windy days durfng(the heating seaton?4

,

10. , Are draperies opened tq admit' sunlight off.islunny
'days in the heating s#ason?

11..- Are draperies and shades' closed.bn sunny days
during the cooling season?

*

2. Is the aitic'ventilated? ak

°I 3. Is the attic insulated to' 6'-8"?'

4. Are the walls insulated?'

, 1. Do) floors 'exposed to unheated or. cooled air
.

have from -31iss of insulation?.
\

16. Js the fireplace damper closed when not in. use?

17. Is0 the den; gameropm- or "fami ly room oriented.

to tne south?
4

18. Is_the house shaded frqm the western sun

\



1.

'

19. Does your home hflvp window area equivalent tó

10% or less of its. square footage?
,

20. Is your home sealect froiti'dias?.As it4.cree'

from cracks:And fioles'? '

21. Does your home have fluorescent lightihg

where appropriate?

22. Does your home have wall-to-wall,carpeting?
1

23. Do all windOws have drapery, shades, blinds,

shutters or other covering? :

Environmental Control
1

24. Are ducts, radiators or air-conditioners
closed'off in unused rooms or closetsT

I?

25. /Are hot water pipes insulated-in unheated .

and uncooled spaces?

Are air ducts insulated in unheatd and

uncooled spaces?

27. Is the thermostat set at 65°F or below

during the heatirig,season?

28. Is the,thermos tat set at 78°F or above

during the cooling season?

29. Are heating and cooling filters caean?

30. Is the thermostat turned back at hight?
,roopN.

it Are windows and doors tightly closed while,:
mechanically'heating or cooling?

,

32: .Is-an attic fan use&in the summer?

33. Do thermoitats,indicate correct tempera-
ture settings? _0=

,

34. Is an outside.iir-Ninditioning Unitloeated

on the shadya(north) side of thi,house?

_35. Is the water,heater. insulated? -
)

36.. Is the water heater temperature setting
at,140'F or less?

76
4

S

iek

yes no

61

0



A

.

V. Is the air-con
for your needs

oning unit properly sized

38. Do you have a heat pump?

39. Do yot use natural ventilation as much
as possible?

4.

40. Are radiators and other heating or cooling
equipment clean and dust free?

41. Is the water heater located in a heated
space?

9

Housing Selection ,
42. If you 'live in an apartMent, fs 'it an '"Inside"-

apartment?

4.3.. If you live in a mobile home, does, it have
a "skirt"?

44. If you live in an older home,bave its
plumbing, wirtng, instilation arid chimneys/
been. checked by "experts"? ,Po

,4
4

Food

45. Is the frost on the refriger'ator and frezer;..'
less than 14. inch thick?

- 46.. Is tfhe refrigerator set at 400F?

47. Is the fre'ezer set a 00F?

yes

5

48. Are gaskets around'recrigerators and freezer§op.

tight?
1.

49. the oven used sto'bake more than one, food,
at a time?

50. Is the gasket around ovens tight?

51. Are frozen foo44 .thawe& cowl etely. before
cooking?

52. Is the cooking range turned off immediately'
after use?

t,

4

-4

no

Nee,

"77

4.



53, Are dishes washed only when there is a
ull loald?

54.... ,re dishes allowed to air dry?

55. -',re appliances clean and dust free
,particularly cooling coils)?

56.

57.

:s the oven nevee used as a dryer or heater?

Are flat bottom pots and pans used?

58.. 7,S a, timer used to avoid over-cooking?

59. Are pots covered during cooking?

60.. Is as little water as possible used during

me zoöking?

61. Is the heated Oy cycle on the dishwasher
noi used?

clot$-ing.

62. Does your family dress warmer in dmi weather
to avoid mechanical heating?

63. . Does_your familY dress cooler in wartn. weather
to avdid mebianical cooling?

.' / , i 7

64. ,Are% clothes Washed only when there is a full
load?.

_

, . 65. When-wash)A0s cold or warm water used1when .-
possibTe?' :0,

e)6.

,

Are clothes: line ied when possible?
-sr

6111, Are mo,t of your "family's clothes wash-and-wear,
permonent press to avoid dry cleaning and -

'4 'ironing?.

68. Are'lothj afways r:Insed -wi th d water?

69. Ts 0;e sherlocated near the water heater?

. 70. Is the dryer lint screen cleaned af4er each;
, load?

. ,

1
At, '

, i.-
,

.96

yes

c

.no

0%.

It

4.
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Personal Care yes

71. to the membtr's of your family take short
showers or use only sioall amounts of water
for tub baths?

72. Are all water faucets repaired and not
leaking?

73. For washing, shaving or make-pp is the
a lavatory fitled rather than allowing water

to, run?

Enter6inMent

74. Are entertainment devices turned off when
not in use?

75. Do members of your family try to entertain
themSelves rather than rely on devices? ,

_no

-If you answered with 65 or more yes's, you are truly an energy conserver
and will make a good conservation Advocate.

,

yeti answered with 55 to 05 yes's, you are energy conscious but lack' .

will-power or drive.

--If you answered with 45 to 54 y es:s, you are wasting energy but with
sminor changes could make a conseryer.

-If you answered with 35 to 44 yes's, you are an energy waster and h7uld
.make an all-out effort to 4YOrm!

--If.you answered with less than 35 yes's, you are making an effort to
waste energy and should consUer the long range and immediate effects!!

Suggestions:
vs_

1. Distribute these checklists school-wide.

2. Try a before and after approach tc.using the checklist. -Check'
before your conserving effort and aft r.

04.

Sarvey students to see if their fa li(es)re generally tonservative
or not.

s 79
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atLAII_IELL

OBJECTIVE:, -To help the student understand the conversion of
solar energy to electrical energy.

Solar cells generate mire electrical energy if the light source is

bright. Experiments cab be conducted in intensifying sunlight LIS-

/ing reflectors and/or lenses. This may-,-- however, cause overheating

in the solar cell and some added tooling Should be considered.

The output of the solar cell may be measured in volts and amps across

a load. The load may be varied to vary the amount'of current flowing

in the circuit.

Remember the three parts ofgan electrical circuit should be present:

1. Source of electrical energy (solar cell)

2. Transmission of electrical energy (wires)

3. Load for electrical energy (resistance of some kind)

SUGGESTIONS:
t.

1-: Hook solar cells in series parallel to charge batteries.

2. Vary solar cell angle to...sun and measui'e output'of cell.

3. Vary'brightneSs of ligie and measure output of cell.

4. Discuss economic problems with solar cells..

*5. Discuss other use of solar cell as light meters and power

:supplies.

80
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OBJECTIVE:

11/A1,9

W_IN,D21111/SEAR

To.help the student understand the collection and
transmission of solar-wind energy tO mechanical
energy.

A wind powered car. A windmill s the power source. The windmill
througif.a gearing system raises a given sizeme,ight up a small tower.
,Once the weight is off the ground, it contains the stored energy to
power the car. 'The weight is released and as it falls it laukhes
the car down the track.

SUGGESTIONS: Experiments could be done using different windmills,
weights, and cars. Measuring the distance 'car
travels will show the relative effecti ss of Any
change.

N

.,
,,. A

81
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IDEA 20

siosAct_SE .samictik

0

F

OBJECTIE: To provide students the opportunity' to work with energy
systems to gain an understanding of how energy is. avail-

able, converted, transmitted,-stored, controlledcand
conserved.

Give each student a tin can. Tell them)hey are to design the best

possible storage device to contain the heatel water obtained fr6k1

4. the sun.

A

SUGGfSTIONS:

1. Haye students pre-heat water by use of the sun.

2. Possible insulation materials would be fibergla s,
expandable foam, dirt, stone, foam rubbet', ano her

,..6ontainer, etc,

I.

3. Recoril temperature of water going into.storagelevice.
(should be 900 - 120°.

4. Leave solar heated Water in, storage device for speciffed
amount of time.

.

Record temperature of water at end of specified time.

6. Co641.(be a contest.

82
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IDEA 21

TEALPEQataLott
514

'

-OBJECTIVE:" 'To proOde st6dents, the opportunAy to-work. wi,th energy
syslems to,gain an'understanding of how energy is avail-
ab*, converted, transmitted, stored, controlled, and
conserved.

Using the materials gfven to the student, haye each student con.-
struct a device that convei-ts water .into stqam.

r
,2. Usig n the device. constructed, deolliiln and constrOt ayelicle that

wilt be:prop lled by steam. .

SUGGESTIONS:

1. Container for water should.be small to keep vehicle small.
(possible small paint container)

2.* Have pipe sticking out of top Of container to direct steam,

3.. Heat source might ,be a candle or a heating coil, s

4. Gears, pulleys-, etc. can be obtained from old race cars, etc.

6. ,Vehicle could be constructed ot wood, pl'astics, cardboard, etc.

WHY:

1: Be Fareful of-open fire'or heating coils.
( ,

2. Stem can burn, xautton students.

3. Be careful that thp, boiler does not blow up.
may be needed especially on larger boilers.

0

safety valve
,

,
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ltlEzdN.F.BAIIMANILIVDEL
4

OBJECTJVE: 'To provide the siudent the opportunity to assembte a

.model Which contains all *he esseniial paist5 of'a.
"natliral gas-fired tOrbinesgenerator'which.will produce.
electrical current...

.11 To proVide thestudeht.the oOliertonityJd asSemble a *

model which contain's all.the eential Parts of a hydro-
electric generating system.

,

MATERIbLS NEEDED:

FOR EACH GENERATING UNIT, THE FOLLOWIRG:

3 square feet 24 gauge gal. ste0,theet metal
6 inches 1/8 inch brass'rod
1 each permanent magnetic hobby motor.

. Acid core solder I

3 inches 3/8 inch diameter nylon rod
2 inches 1/4 inch 0.D. copper tubing

, Miscellaneous Hardware (pop rivets, screws, etc.)

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Tn snips .

Sheetmetal. shear

Dividers
24 inch bench rule
Oxygeh/Acetylene torch (or equivalent heat source),
Drill press
riles
2 feet.1/4 inch I.D. flexiblehose
6 inch:.6.mm glass tubing
1 500 MY.flask
1 1 hole rubber stopper to fit flaSk
1. ring stand

1 ring claMp
1_4". x 4" asbOitos gauze

bunsen burn& (or propane torch)
1 VoltLohm-milliaméter d

1.0-1 milliameter

r-

r,
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TUR31NE-7GOERATOR
,

During this exercise you are going to'ha,ve -an opportunity.to
learn the following: .00.

1. -Basic sheetmetal working skills and
2. What a turbine is and how it is constructed.
r4

Information:

)

The turbine is a fancy name for a fan. Usually a turbinOs
constructed to exacting precision because it must operate at high
temperatureS' and at high speeds. its operation is -illustrated in--
the drawing below. Gas or steanf is-allowed to hlt the,blade -of the
turbine. The pressure from the gas or steam exerts force on the
blades which causes the turbine, which is connected to a shaft, to .

rotate producing mechanical energy, which if connected to aAenerator
may be used to produce electricity.

./e
.

,c,

GAS OR STEAM
UNDER HIGH PRESSURE

.\\

DIRE'TION OF
ROTATION

BLAZES

Procddure:

SHAFT
N

1. Obtain a set of plans for the turbine-generator unit,

2. Obta4n necessary mater4als. .

3. Us-Mg the plans and instructions from your teacher, construct
the turbine-generator.

4. Pay close attention to accuracy in layout, cutting, and
as6embling prqject besause the performance will be
'deterMined brhow,well you.did. ."

a

4.4

85'
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Laboratory Exeircise - LessOn 2

tr

Note: Turbine Const.
Tfrom 24 gallon galvanized
steel.
Lay-out blades and twist
90° angle w/pliqr after
cutting.

'3 -SHAFT SOLDER
21" FROM ED

115

A

v
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Laboratory Exercise Lesson 2
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Laboratory Exercise n Lesson 2
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aboratory Exercise - Lesson 3
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SOLAR DOMESTIC WATEWHEATER

-Figures shOw that, at the current rate of consumption of approximately 6
billion barrels a. year, the U.S. will deplete its supply of Known oil
reserves and estMnated future discoveries,by the yeat- 1995.- For fAis
reason alternate sources of energy ore being studied. One of the most
promising areas of research is solar energy, a free and inexhaustible
source. b

One.use of solar energy that has been successfully. practiced for
many years is water heating. Solar watersheaters have been used in
Florida since-before 1900. In 1955, more than 60,000 of them were in
use in Miami'. With the risino-cost of-fuel and electrio:poWer, there
is revived interest in solar water heating.

The average Florida famAy of four paid about 'WO for hoe water in
1975, and experts Predict the Cost of fuel and electricity will continue ta
rise. Although the'initial cost of a solar water heater :Is higher than
a conventional one, a properly contructed and installed unit with a
backup heat source could save a homeoWner up to 80 percent of this annual
water heat4ng costs. To buy a solar water heater in 1976, would cost from
$600 to $1,500.

The system presented here can be built at a'considerable savings
by the average 'handyman" miio has a workinoiknowledge of the necessary
tools.' The cost of,all materials is abbut 3300, but used materials
can be adapted for constructing a solar'water heater.

COMPONENTS OF A SOLAR WATER HEATER:
-)

: A solar water heating system includes three basic components -- the
solar heat collector, the hot water storage tank, and the circulation*
system. The solar heat collector acts.a,s the water heating element.
Flat plate collectors are the most:practical forhomeowners and are
ComOrised of: a) metal tubing soredly connected to a metal sheet, both
painteq flat black to absorl? heatb,. b) an insulated, weather-resistant
box to.retain heat; and c) a trapsparent cover of glass or plastic.

,iExcerit for possible breakage, glass is preferred over plastic
because glass permits the sun'is radiant energy to enter the collector,
but ,does not directly transmit heat coming off the absorber plate. Plastic,
on the other hand, transmits both incoming and outgoing energy, letting'
more collected heat escape.

'Two of the 3' by 8' solar collectors descni-ibed,here will heat apprOxi-
mately 80 gallons of waten per day which should be spfficient for the
average family of four. Additional colle"Jtors can Pe constructed for
hot water needs exceeding the 80 gallons per day average.
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FLECT SUNNY SPOT FOR COLLECTOR

The solar heat collector must be mounted in a sunny spot, preferably

facing south. To make the best use of the sum's rajts,.mount the collect-

or at an angfe from the horizontal equal to the latitude ,at your par-

ticular location _plus 10 degrees. For eXample, in northern Florida,

where the latitude is approximately 30 degrees, a tilt of 40 degrees

will, give the best year round performance. DeViating from prescribe&

angles.Will reduce efficiency only ,slightly. For expple, reducing an angle

from 40 degrees to 25 degrees to correspond to the pitch of your roof re- ,

,
duces efficiedcy approximately 10 percent. -N

Solar colleciors are usually mounted on the roof, 6ut can be placed on

the nound or intalled as an awning. A collecf9r-box is heavy and must

abe securely ,anchored to beams, trusses, rafters or some seeute part of

* tthe building framework. In storms or hurricanes, an insecurOy mounted

-collector box can be very dangerous.

STORAGE. TANK SIZE IMPORTANT

Use a.hot %4ater storage tank that is large enough to store the amount

of hot water required by a family furing a period of ,24 hours or longer.

0-he-average famtly of four requires a storage tank of at least 80

gallons. ,A larger tank, 100 to 120 gallons,,doet not cost much more and

will store extra hot water for us when demand is unuually Hop or weather

is bad. 1

,Because of rbst and other residues, use wily a glass-lined tank.

Some solar storage tanks 011 already be insulated. If your tank is

not well insulated you should insulate it with at leasf 4 inches of

foil-backed fiberglass wdol. If the tank is expbsed.to the weather,.

it must.be protected with a waterproof structure.

To realize the most savjrigs and to makethe best use .of solar /

energy, the solar water heating system should be usAJ without any /

type of conventionM ,heat source, such as an electric booster. Th'is

will save 100spercent,of your water heatiRg costa, but you mut be

willirig.to use warm or.cool water-occasionally. Using an electrical

heating element continuously as a'backup may reduce your savings as

much as 5.0 percent, acCording to youl-'particular conditions and hot

water usage'habits.
. 41

An alternative to this plan is to use agalectrical heating

element in the storage tank and keep the brMaker switchifurned off

or the electric power cord disconnected exdept when 'all the solar heated

water has been used and thereis a need for'fiot water. The larger your

tank, the greater the utilization of solar energy.
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You can connect a solar collector to your existing conventional
hot water tank. However, most conventional tanks do not have the
20 gallon mer person per day capacity necesSary to make the best use
of.solar energy. So, he savings n electricity would probably nbt
be worth the trouble and expense of installing a solar heat collector.
If you have a relatively large conventional heater (50 gal.) and
wish to try it, it is necessary to use only one of the.3' x a'
collectors.

CIRCULATION SYSTEM DESCRIBED ,

'Heated wdter can be circulated through tubing from the collector
to the tank-by thermosyphon (natural) circulation or by using a- pump.

The thermosyphon (Iptural) system requires no manmade energy to
operate and is based upon the fact that hot water rises. The rate of
movement of hot water from the collector to the storage Xank, and cold
water from the tank to the collector is controlled by the intensity of
the sunshine.

Because this system is dependent upon hoi,water rising, the storage
tank must be mounted so that the bottom is.at least 2 feet above the
top of the solar collector panel. This.might require installing the
tank in an attic-or on a rooftop. .Although a false chimney can help
the appearance, problems of weight and construction'might be,encoUntdrea%
Another possibility is mounting the collector on the ground and
installing the tank in your house. This will aid ,in insulating your
tank and eliminate the need for a weatherptbof structure around the tank.

When using the thermosyphon sYstem, it is essential that the
connecting pipe or tubing have a continuoUs fall with no sections
permitting the formation of air pockets. Circulation will stop i an

air pocket is formed.

A pump adds flexibility to a solar water.heating system while using
an insignificant amount of energy. Since the pump forces the hot water
from the collector to the storage tank:the tank can be located in any
convenient place. The pump must be controlled so.that water circulates
only through the collector when the sun, is shining. An inexpensive
method for this control can be obtained by using a timer to control the 0 -

pump. Of course, this has the disadvantage of operating during daytime
hours even on days when there is little or no sunshine which would :

actually cool the water and:thus, yeduce the efficiency of the system.
A.better, but more-expensive control, is a differential thermostat with 0

one sensing element on the storage tank and one on the collector.',With
this device the pump operates only when the solar collector is hotter
than.the water in'the stoi-age tank. Another ,method is to use a-single
element thermostat with the sensing element in the collector box and
set at about 130 degrees F.

I. .
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Ihe pump and controls add to the cost of a solar water heating
system, but"this is often okffset by the lower cost of installing the
heavy storage tank at ground level., ., 1

Whatever circulation system is chosen, it ls necessary to consider
some form of freeze protection, even in Florida. One of the following
methods of freeze protection is-xeconuen ed: 1) PrOide a wans of

Omnually draining the system'during har
1

freeies by placing an air-vent
valve above thd collector. This allows air to enter the system and
produces complete drainage. 2). PrOvide a sokIrce of-heat tp'exposed
plumbing and collector, such a`s ci&Olating warm water through the
tollector_or_attaching electrical heating elements',0 the plumbing near
the collector. 3) Use a separate htipt loop for the exposed collector
and plumbing. Thus, anti-freeze can,be added to this`loop since it is

,

not connected to the fresh water supply. This systemis considerably
more expensive, since a heat exchanger (usually consisting of tubes
connected to the outside of the storage tank) is required to transfer
heat from the,4ieat loop to the storage tank. This'system is also less
efficient in its collection of solar energy. - In spite of these disadvantages
it probabl is the best freeze protection sYstem for cold climates.

USAGE PATTERNS
n

The success tlf a solar water heating system in energy.conservation.
and hot water delivery depehds on usage patterns. It is advisable to
determine how'much hot water is noOde at different times of the day so
the family can plan its us'age accordingly: It may.be found that dishes,
can be washed less frequently and most of the laundry can be washed in
cold wa,ter.

It it best to do laundry:dishwashing, and bathing early enough In
the day so there,are enough hours of sunshine to,heat more, water.. If

'your water usage patterns cannot be,easily altered', a larger storage
tank will improve th0 operatidn of your-system.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES ..?

Before any construction is started, check,youi. local plumbing and
building codes and obtain the necessary permits.

This plan should provide the average person with the necessary in-
formation to construct a solar water heating system. Some construction
options are shown on the plan such as those for the collector box. How-
ever, it is recommended that only copper sheet and tubing be used for
constructing the absorber plate. It is possible 0 use steel or some
other material for the absorber and obtaill satillactory,results. How.-

ever, the thickness of.the sheet metal must be increased and/or
more tubing is required. Because of this, the cost of construction
using steel is equal to or greater than that for copper. Also, copper

can be expected to last much longer than steel or othermat&ials.

9,3



In order to make the'soldering job easier, the plan :indicates using .

3 strips of copper sheet rather than a full x 8' sheet. If difficulty. .

is,still'encountered, 6 strips.of copper can be used with one-tube
placed approximately in the center of each sheet. This procedure will
prevent the solder on adjacent tubes from melting and will not reduce the
jficiency of the collector.

The "handyman" may whnt to make other changes or substitutions in
order to use materials already available. One further precautionis to
avoid the use of styrofoam adjacent.to the metal absorber, because sty-
rofoam may melt At these high temperhtures. Styrofoam can be used as

'
the second layer of insulation.

.

Building your own solar collettor can cut costs significantly, but
should be undertaken only by those experienced in working with the kind
of tools and materials necesSary to do the job. For those less experiencsd,
it might be wise to obtain the help of others. Or, you mayvant to
purchase a commercially available system. If you decide to purchse A
system rather than build your own, the information presented in this
bulletin will help in making your selection. For example, cheok to see
how long it will take to pay for the system in saved power costs, check
the storage capacity, construction of the collector and installation
in,structions.
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wATER powe EROM F49WING,WATER-

r./

Sraal l rivers and streams can provide 1 imited suppleraental .power; for- the .

. direct drive c):f machinery 'or 'the generation lpf e1ecfr1citY:"saqm-
..7

portant to remember ,that, the luantity of watet flbiwing in thellifeam
chat'ges with the seasons; and this must-be taken into- tontideratiorl-
when ,designing a water Tower system. This- paper contains the basic
procedu're for estimating the.approximate -power which can, be derived

. from as stream, and the construction of A watet wheel :to make the,
_ CQflVetiori !tom. water to_ mechanical power. ATurbines atthundershot_

'wheels can also be used for fhe conversion, but their design is,
considerably more complicated.

,

,

The theoretical hoi'sepower which can be obtained frbm flowfng water ,

is calculated w th the fallowing forMula: .

`

6z.4
, . ,

-7-'fforsepqw9
.

-0

.

"Q" is the Volume.qf water\iñ cubic feet flowing..pfilt,4*-,p61.0
-

second. "Q" can 'be estillia fed by. Mul tiplytng the croSS

the'stream by the velocity of the,= stream. The velocity an be
placing a float .on :the -Sutface of the water .and determinin4,the tme
takes the floatjo travel a measured. distance. This. must.be- determi
ip feet.per second, The units for'"Q" ere in cubic, feA-Ter
This determination should b6 made at a time of.yearwhen the stteam
flow rate is at'a minimum, if constant. year' around' ppwet .Outpu
to be. expected. The Width of the-water wheel and the Omens) of
.the flume, are, sized to the expetted stream flow raté,

.
.

.

"0" is the height, in feet, the watet wifl fall 'after it .is placed in
the bucket at the top of the water wheel. För, tfie-OverShot whIthi
is_ taken as the wheel diameter. For the pitch-hack *Tee), ,"0" is
than-the wheel diameter. See water wheel plan,:

,,, .

The number 62.4 is the specific weight -of water-in pounds-Ter .cubic
. foot, and. 550 is a conversion factor from foot-pounds of work to hors,e-
power.

.

,

. \, (

, Example: A small streamAs 3 feet wide, 1/2 foOt deep and floWs, at
\

velocity of 5 feet per second. The diao-tt. of -the water .wheer will.be
4 feet. rn this case 'the tiater-whee1..n4 ' ume will 1?e,2'feet Ode-, and

the dam will be' 4 feet high; ., .

Q 7 ' arei X velocity

9 . 3 x 1/2 x'5 --..7.5 fO/soc. :4

.',.

1/4

'HorsepoWer = 62.4 x447.5 4- ---. 1.4,

S50
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Keep in ti4d th4t 3,4 fs the theoreticai horsepower or the approximate :
,

,

.

Hma imum ho sgpower which could be obtained from.the water if thepon-
y s'ion sy,tem was 100 percen't.efficient. But.for a water Wheel the
conversi*, rbm water' power to.mechartical power ig ohly about 40 percent
efficient: ,There is friction in the turning wheel,even 4ith roller-
bearings, aNd'there:wt11.2b, consicierable water 'sptjlage. Efficiency is

the ratio oroctual power'to therot=eticaf power,..,and.actual mechanical
-.power can beitObtained froMp,the following formula:.

1 t

4 Actu 1 Horsepower -.Efficiency x Thkretical kors.epower

.For th.e examO

44;ual Horsepower . 0 4 x 3.4 1.36

'6onversion to.Clectrical Power:

A%conversion factor of 746 watts per hoursepower is used o convert the
mechanical power to electrical power.

,

-Theoretical Watts = Actual Mechanic-al Horsepowr x 746

, For the example:

Theoretical Watts =e1.36 x 746 = 1015 Watts

{. But the alternator if operating at full load is only abotit 85 percent
efficient at converting mechanical power to eleotrica) power. The

tfficiency of conversion-is even lower at 'partial load. To obtain the
actual watt output of the water powered generator, mdltiply the theore-.
tical watts by the alternator efficiency.'

98

Actual Watts = Generator Efficiency x Theoretical Watts

For the example: 1.

Actual Watts-- 0.85 X 1015 = 862 Watts
1

For the stream in this example about 850 Watts of electrical,
power could be expected.

Consider, then, what 850 watts of power will operate in your home.
Following' are some typical home appliances and their wattage require:X

ments: Coffee maker (750 watts), flat iron 1000 watts), frying pan
'(1w00 watts), and toaster (1000 watts). About the largest motor which
could be expected to be operated by the generator would be 1/6'horse- -!

power.

The approximate power which can be obtained from the stream can be
iastimated with this-procedure. However, before the alternator is
sized,lhe water wheel and flume should be constructed and operated
to determine theactual quantity of water "Q" deliVered to the wheel.

This will give a more accurate determination of alternator size.

s
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There ar some additiorial poirits to consider when designing a Wer
power installation. Altering or restriing ihe natural flow of
streams mist not be attempted.without first cbnsidering"the Inland
Lakes and-Streams Act, number 346, and obtaining a permit froM the
Department of Natural Resources.

Plactng a dam inta stream will create a backwater or pond. The local
area must be studied to determine,the.size of the pond, and whether this
witild case any.objettionable floodtpg or other adverse affects,. The
Soil Conservation Service or_the Counti Cooperative Extension Service
should be contacted concerning where tci get assistance in the design of
the dam and the pond.

The fgllowing plans are included to show! the general construction of a
wate!.. wheel.for converting water-power-to Vlectricat power.'jull
size plans can'be obtained at a price of $1.00 from the Plan Service,
Agricultural Engineering Department; Michigan State University, East
Lansing, MI 48824. Ask for Water Wheel Plans No. 422-C2--1&2,

. i
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AcchERATION.The tima rate Of chang of velocity in either speed or
direction. (13)*

A.CCELERATION DuE TO GRAVrTY. The acceLration of a body freely falling in
'a vacuum. The International Committee on Weights and Measures has -

adopted as a standard or accepfed value;.980.665 cm/sec2 Or
32.174 ft/sec2. (13)

ATITERNATING CURRENT (AC). An electric current whose direction of flo
is changed at periodic intervals (many times per second). (7)'

ANGSTROM. A unit of linear me*ure equal to 10-10 micron or 1 x 10-8 cm.
(13, 15)

-AQUIFER_ An underground bed or stratum of earth, gravel, or porou stone
that contains water. (6)

t
.

.-
ATOM. The small'est particle,of an element which can enter' into a chemical

combination. All chemital compouhds are formed of atoms', the dif-
ference between compoundS being attributable to the nature, number,
and arrangement of their constituent atoms. (1i) .

ATOMIC iiine. :An explcisive that derives its energy from the fission
or fusion of atomic nuclei. (13)

S.

A ATOMrC ENERGY. (1) The constitutive internal energy of the atom which
was absorbed when it Was formed; (2) Energy derived.from the mass
converted into energy in nuclear transformations. (11)

ATOMIC PILE. A nuclear reactor.

AUal0 SPECTRUM The audible range of sound frequencies, extending froM
approximately 20 to 20,000 hertz. (15)

BARREL. Although seldom stored in actual "barrels," crude oil is measured
in a unit called the barrel, equal to 42 U.S. gallons. One barrel'of
crude oil has the same energy as 350 pounds ofloal. (9)

BATT. See Blanket Insulation.

BLACKOUT. (1) A total power failure caused unintentiowally by storm
datage, equipment ffliureh or overloaded utility equipment: (2) An
'exceptional situation in which all power is deliberately cbt'off by
electrical generating facilities.

BLANKET INSULATION. Cotton fiber mineral wool or wool fiber made into
varying thicknesses in a length.

*Numbers in parentheses refer to the GLOSSARY REFERENCES.
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CLOCK-ACTUATED THERMVSTAT: Adtomatically changes the thermostat between

...two settings at predetermined times, permitting the temperlture to be

Automatically reduced in the evening.

COAL. Solid, coMbustible, organic. hydrocarbon formed by the( decomposition.

of'vegetable material-wilhout free access to:air. (6)

COAL GASIFICATION. The conversion of toal to a gas suita 1 e or u5e as.1

a Awl. '(6)

COLUMN EFFECT. As the volume of a cube increases, the volume- surface

ratio decreases.

COMBUSTION. Burning; technically, a rapid oxidation accompanied by the

Telease of energy in the'form of heat and light. It is one of the

three basic contributing factors causing 4ir pollution. The others

are attrition and vaporization. (6)

41"
,

CONTORT AIRCONDITTONING. The process of treati,ng air so as tq-control

simultaneously its temperature, humidity, cleanliness., and distribu-

tion.

COMFORT ZONE. The roper tempePature, humidity, and air movement to

create a feeling f _comfort..

COMPOUNDS. SubstanCes containing more than ne constituent element and

having properties, on the whole, different a those w ch their

constituents had as elementary ubstances. Th tion of a

given pure compound is perfectly definite, and is always the same no

matter how that compound mAy have been formed. (13)

CONDUCTOR (ELECTRICAL). A material capable of_carryip an electrical

(6)

A

CONSER ATION. . The care or preservation of natural resour es. (6)

CONSERVATION OP MATTER AND ENERGY (LAW OF). The sum of the potential .

and kinetic energy of'an ideal energy system remains constant. (13)r

- CONSERVE: To manage or use wisely. (6)

104
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CONVECTION. The transfer of energy by moving massesof matter, such as

the circulation of a liquid or gas. (3)

CONVENTIONAL HYDIWELkTRIC PLANT. A'hydrqelectric power plant that uti-

lizes streamflow only once as the water passes downstream, as opposed

to a pumped-storage plant which recirculates all or a portion of the

streamflow in the production of power. (6)
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ELECTRICAL ENERGY. The energy associated with electric charges and their
. movements: Measured An watt hours and kilowatt hours. One watt-hour
equals 860 calories'. (.6)

YLECTRIc FIELD. The region in which a force acts on an electric charge
- brought iptolthe rippion (15)

EI,ECTROCHEMICAL CLL. A cell in which chemical energy is converted to
electric energy by a spontaneous oxidation-reduction reaction. (15)

ELECTRODE. A conducting element in an electric Cell, electronic tube, or
. semiconductor device.- (15)

ELECTROLYSIS. The conduction of electricity through aF'solution of an
electrolyte or through a fused ionic compound, together with the
resulting chemical changes. (15)

ELECTROLYTE. A substance whose solution conducts an electric current.J1-

°ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES. Transverse waves having an electric,component and
a magnetic component, each. being perpendicular to the other and both
perpendicular to the direction of propagation; '(15)

ELECTRON. The electron is a small particle having a unit of negative
electrical charge, a small mas, and a small diameter. Every atom
consists f one nucleus and bne or more electrons. (13)

ELEMENTj. EipmEnts are substances which cannot be decomposed by the .

ordinary types of chemical change, or made by chemical union. (13)

ENERGY. The capability of doing work. Potential energy is tniOgy due to
position of onexbody with respect toanother or relative Parts of the
same body. Kindtic ener4y i due to motion. (13)

ENTROPY. Entropy is the capacity factor:for isothermally unavailable
energy. Tvery spontaneous process in nature is characterized by
an increase in the total entropy of the bodies concerned in the
process. 413)

ENVIRONMENT. The sum of all external conditions and influences affecting
the life, development, and ultimately the survival of an organism; (6)

EVAPORATION. The change from liquid to gas in which molecuTes escape
from the surface of the liquid. (6) ,

FEEDSTOCK. Energy resources used as'raw materials in the production of
such products as wax and asphalt rather than as fuels for burning. (

FIRST LW OF THERMODYNAMICS (Also called the Law ofOonservation of
. Energy). Energy 'can be neither created nor destroyed. (3)
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COOLING LOAD.. The amount of heat gain per unit time imppsed on the
cooling (refrigerating or air-conditioning) equipmenl. (1, 12)

COOLING TOWER. A devlcesused to cool power plant condensor water before
itAs returned to lake, river, or ocean. The cooling tower is in-
te0ded to prevent thermal pollution. (6)

COULOMB. The quantity of electricity equal to the charge of 6.25 x 10"
electrons. (15)

CRUDE OIL. Liquid fuel formed from the fossils of animals and plants at
the bottom'of ansient seas; petroleum as itt comes from the ground. (9)

CURRENT (ELECTRIC). The rate of transfer of electricity_ (13)

CURTAILMENT. tting back the use of.energy resources as opposed to con-
serving p wisely using energy resources. (4)

Trees andshrubberyTlat lose their legves during the fall
seas of each year and rega 0 them in the spring.

DENSITY. Concentration of Tatter, measured by the mass per volume. (13)

DIFFRACTION. That phenomenon produced-by the spreading of waves around
and past ohstacles which are comparable in size to their wavelength.
(13)

DIRECT CURRENT (DC). An electric current that flows in only one direction
throUgh a circuit. (6)

DIRECT ENERGY CONVERS1a. The process of changing any other form of,energy
into electricity without machinery that has moving parts. For example,
a battery changes chemical energy into electricity by direct energy
conversion. (9)

DOUBLE GTAZED VINDOW. Two panes of glass factory-sealed together with
a small air space tween them. Double glazing has about twice the
R-value of single g zing.

EER (ENERGY EFFICJONCY RATIO). An indication of how efficiently an
appliance uses-energy.

EER = Number of BTU's Used by the Appliance .

Appliancers Unit Wattage

Since 1973 manufacturers of window air-conditioning units have been
required to label each unit with'its EER.

EFFICIENCY. The ratio of the useful work perforthed to the amount of
energy used in the process. (15)



.

YISS14. A nuclear reaction from which the atoms prodUced are each ap-proximately half the mass of the parent nucleus. In' other words, theatom is split irtt9 two approximately equal masses. There is Aliso theemission oT extremely great wantities of energy since the sum of themasses of ihe two nqw atomS is less than the mass of the parent heavyatom. The energy releas'ed is .expressed by Einstein's equation,E Mc2. (13)

FLYWHEEL! A metilhof energy storage working on the principle of aspinning wheel. By its inertia, a spinningwheel stores mechanical ,)energy. (11)

EOAM INSULATION. (1) Styrofoam; (2)-Rigid foam boar s; or (3) Liquidfoam insulation.

poncE. That which changes the state of rest or motion in matter, measuredby the rate of change in momentum. The force F required to producean acceleration a in a mass m is given by P - ma. (13)

FOSSIL FUELS. Coal, oil, natural.gas, and other fuels originating fromgeologic deposits 0 ancient plant and animal life depending on oxi-dation for release of energy. (6)

FREEZING POINT. The temperature at which a liquid changes into a solid.(15)

4

FREQUENCY. Number of vibrations or cycles per unit of time. (15)

FRICTIONAL FORCE. Force required to move one surface aeross another. (13)
FUEL. A substance used to produce heat energy, chemical ergy by.combus-tion, or nuclear energy by nuclear fission. (6)

FUEL CELL. A device in which fuel and oxygen are combined to producechemical energy,that is convertedsdirectly inp electricity. (6)

FUSION (ATOMIC). A nuclear reaction involving the combination of smalleratomic nuclei or particles into,larger ones with the release of energyfrom mass transformation. This is also called a thermonuclear reac-tion by reason of the extremely high temperature required to initiateit. (13)

FUSION. 1. The change of state from a solid to a liquid; 2. A reactionin which light nuclei combine to form an atom with greater mass. (15)

GAMMA RAYS (NUCLEAR X-RAYS). Emitted from radioactive substances, they Arequanta of electromagnetic
wave energy similar to, but of much higherenergy than, ordinary X-rays. (13)

GAS. A state of matter in which the molecules are practically unre t ictedby cohesive forces. A gas has neither defintte shape,nor volume. (13)
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GASOLINE% iqure of hydrocarbons obtainbd from petroleum. (6)

GENERATOR. .A device that conVerts heat or mechlnical energy into elec-

trical ergy.. (6),

GEOMERMAL. .As applied to power generation, the use of heat 6ergy ob-
tained through the medium of hot'water or steam coming from beneal.h

the earth's surface. ,

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY. The heat energy available in the-earth's subsurface
believed to have been produced by natural radioactivity. The thermal
gradient of the eartWs crust is.such that the temperature in a deep
well or mine increases by about 10 F for each 100 ft. of depth. (6)

GRAM A unit of mass in the metric system;.10-'3 standard kilpgram. 415)

GRAVITATION. The universal attraction existincebetween all material
bodies. (13)

41.,,_" GREENHOUSE EFFECT. A method of using solar radiation to warm underhea.ted
areas (window treatments are opened to allow the window to admit and .

I'MOW.gi trap the sun's heat).

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT (GNP). A measure of economic activity which is the
total market value f all goods and services produced in a country.

Depreciation and ott r allowances,for capital consumption are not

deducted. (3)

GROUNDWATER. The supply of water under the earth's surface in an aquifer.

or soil that forms a natural reservoir._ (6)

GROUNDWATER RUNOFF. .Groundwater that is discharged into a stream channel

as spring or seepage water. (6)

HEAT. Energy possessed by a substance in the form Of kinetic energy,
usually measured in calories or, in space heating, by the British

thermal unit. Heat is transmitted by conduction, convection, or

radiation. (6)

HEAT CAPACITY. That quantity of heat required to increase the temperature
of a system or substance one degree of temperature. It is usually

expressed in caldries per degree Celsius. (13)

HEAT ENERGY. Energy that causes an increase in the temperature of an ob-

ject. It may change the object from solid to liquid or from- liquid

to gas. (6)

HEAT PUMP. A device that absorbs heat from the outside air and pumps it

into the house. It works in reverse as a standard air conditiotler

for cooling.
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Ilh,AT1NG LOAD. The amount of heat loss per unit time imposed on the heatfingik
equipment (Atu/hr./sq. ft.). .(1,12)- I '

1
,

HEAVY HYbROGEN. -A kind of hydrogd%.thathas one proton and one:neutron
4

in-the nucleus of each atom and one-electron in orbit around the
nucleus. (6)".

HERTZ,

*e ;MKS uni o auency, one hz being equivalent to the ex-
prdssio'n'"one cycle per se d." (15)'

1.

HIGH-SULPHUR COAL. Generally,*coal that contains more than one percent
of sulphur by weight. (6)

HORSEPOWER. Ciunit that Measures the rate at which energy is produced
or used. A pan doing heavy manual labor produces energy at the rate
'of about-.08 horsepower. (9)

HYDROELECTRIC PLANT. An electric,power plant in` which the t.uptrth-i-geriera-
tors are driven by falling water.

HYDROELECTRICITY. Electricity production by water-powered turbine
generator. (6).

HYDROLOGY. The science dealing with the properties, distribution, and,
circulation of water and snow.

HYT)R(9WEI?.produced by falling water." (3)

INFILTRATION_ The movement of air from the exterior of the house, or
colder portions of the environment, to the interior of the house or
warmer areas of the environment. Winter winds blow cold outdoor Airinto indoor spaces through cracks around window's and doors on the
windward side of the house.

INFRASONIC SPECTRUM The range of compression waves at frequencies 1;ielow
the audio range (below 20 hertz). (15) )(

INSULATION. A substance that insulates is one that can slow down the flow
of heat or sound. (6)

INTERIOR FINISHING MATERIALS. The p'rmanent fipishes or furnishings, such
as paint, wallcoverings, paneling, flooring, tile, acoustic tile,
and carpeting, which are applied to the.inside of a home.

TNTERNAL COMBUSM* ENGINE. EnergY is-supplied by a burning fuel which is
directly transformed into Mechanical energy by controlled combustion.
(6)

ION. An atowoe group of atoms that it not electrically neutral but'
instead carries a positive or'hegative electric charge. Positlyijans
are formed when neutral 'atoms or molecules loSe valence electrons;
negative ions are those which have gained electrons. (13)

1 2.1
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ISOTOM .A variation of an element having the same atomicnum 'r as the
elemenf itself, but having a different atomic. weight becauvrdt a dif-

ferent

riumber ofqieutrons. Different isotopes:of the same-,e'lethent
haite different radioactive behavior. (6) ,

JOULE.- A metric unit of work or energy; 'the energy produced bi-orce pf ;
one newton operating through a distance of one meter.

X/LOGIAWR/E. Heat energy equal to 4.19 x 103 Joules. (15) ,

°%:'

KILOVOLT (KV). 1,000 volts. (6)
,

KILOWATT (KW), The unit of power equal to 1 000-watts, 3.413 Btu's,
1,341 horsepowor. Roughly, the power of one kw is capable of raisW

'the temperature of a pound (pint) of water 1°F in one second.
, 4. "

,,
.; .-KILOWATT-HOUR (KWH). I The amount of work or energy delivered during tti. , ,M,

steady consumption of one kilowatt of power for a period of one
4.. . ,equivalent to 3.412 Btu's. (6) ,

._.-...,.

LIGHT. Radiant energy which.an observer can see. (15)

t ,

LIQUIFIED NATURAL GAS (LNG). NaturaLgas that has been changed into a
t'liquid tj cooling to about -260°F (-160°C) at which point it occupies
,about 1/600 of its gaseous volume at normal atmospheric pressure;

tthus, the cost of shipping and storage is reduced. (6), I. .

...,
. .LIQUID. A state of matter in which the molecules are relatively free to.s.

change their positions with respect to each other but restricted by
cohesive forces so as to maintat a relatively fixed volume. (13) A,-

,

LOOSE INSUIATION. Small pieces of insulation which are 41own ipto place.

,P
LOW SULPHUR COAL AND OIL. Generally, coal or oil that contains one

percent or less of sulphur by weight. (6)
.-

MAGMA. Moltentrock within the earth's interior., (3)
-

MAGNETIC FIELD. A region in which a magnetic force can be detected. (15)

hASS. A measure of the weight bf matter'in an object.- The weight of an
object depends on its mdss. The United States standard mass is the
avoirdupois' pound 4s defined by 1/2.20462 kilogram. (7, 13) ,

MATTER. Anything ich is solid,. liquid, or gaseous.. (15)v
,

MECHANICAL.ENERGY. e kind of energy that is released to make objects.
move. .(6)

4

OVEDIUM. Any material--Olid, liquid, gas-- n which waves travel,' ,(15)

110
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MEGAWATT (MW). A unit of power equalbio 1,000 -kilowatts or one million
watts. (6)

METHANE. Colorless, nonpoisonous, and flammable gaseous hydrocarbon;
emitted by and by dumps undergoing decomposition. (6).

,

MOBILE HOME SKIRT. A.foundation piece Aded to enclose the area under a.
mobile home.

MOLECULE. The smallest unit quantity of matter which can-exist by itself
and retain all the propertiesiof the original substance. (13)

MOMENTUM. Quantity of motion measured by-the-produce ofmass-and velocity:
(13)

*TIM Continuous change of location .or position of a body. (15)

NATURAL GAS. Naturally-occurring mixtures of hydrocarbon gases and vapors
occurring naturally in certain geologic formations; usually found
associated with oil. (6)

NEUTRON. A neutral elementary particle of mass number 1.. It is believed
to be a constituent particle of all nuclei of mass number greater than
1 (13)

NEWTON. The force necessary to give acceleration of one meter per second
to one kilogram of mass. (13)

NONRENEWABLE RESOURCES. Depletable energy'resources such as the fossil
fuels--coal,'gas,and oil. (5)

NUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER PLANT. One in which heat for raising steam is
provided by fission rather than combustion of fossil fuel. (6)

I.

NUCLEAR (ATOMIC) FUEL. Mateleial containing fissionable uranium of such
composition and enrichment that, when placed in a nuclear reactor,
will support a self-sustaining fission chain react4on and produce
heat in a controlled manner for pracess use. (6)

NUCLEAR POWER. Electric power produced from a power plant by converting
the energy obtained from nuclear reaction. (6)

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT. Any device, machine, or assembly that converts
nuclear energy into some form of useful power, such as mechanical

. or electrical power. ID a nuclear electric power plant, heat produced
by a reactor is generally used to make iteam to drive a turbine that,
in turn, drives an electric generator. (6)

NUCLEAR REACTION. A reaction involving a change in an atomic nucleus,' such
as fission, fusion, neutron capture,* or radioactive decay, as distinct
from a chemical reaction,'which is limited to changes in electron
structUre surrounding the nucleus. (6)

1,2:3 ,
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4NUCLEUS. The dense central core of the atom in which most of the ps and'
all of,the positivecharge is concentrated. (13)

OFF-PEAK. Energy supplied durin4 periods of relatively low system demands.
(6)

OIL SHALE. Sedimentary rock containing'solid organic matter (keroge%) .

that yields substantial amounts of oil when heated to high tempera-
tures. (6)

OIL SPILL. The accidental discharge of oil into oceans, bays, or inland. 41

) waterways. Methods of oil spill control include chemical dispersion,
combustion,- mechanical containment,- and absorption.- (6)

OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries). An organization
of countries in the Middle East,.North Africa, and South America
which aims at developing common oil-marketing policies. (3)

OPTICAL SPECTRUM Includes those radiations, commonly calle4 light, that
can be detected visually. They range from 7600A to 4000A.and are a
type of electromagnetic radiation. (15)

ORIENTATI6N. Position with relation to the compass.

OXIDATION. A chemical reaction in which oxygen unites or combines with
other elements. Organic matter is oxidized by the action of aerobic
bacteria; oxidation ie'used in was.te water treatment to break down
organic wastes. (6)

PEAKING. Power plant operation to meet the highest portion of the daily
load. (6)

PEAKING CAPABILITY. The maximum. Oak load th0 can be supplied by a
generating unit, station, or system in a stated period of time. For,

a hydroproject,the peaking capabilitymould be equal to the maximum
plant capability only under favorable pool and flow conditions. Often
the peaking capability may be less clue to reservoir drawdown or tail-
water encroachment. (6)

PHASE. (1) A condition of matter; (2) The position and motion of a parti-
cle of a wave. (15)

PHOIWYNTHESIS. The process bLyhich some plants make food viith the help
of sunlight energy (the filly is a sugar called glucose; oxygen gas
is also produced during photosynthesis); the process in which sunlight
falling on green.plants causes carbon dioxide and water to be converted
'into more complex organic materials such as glucose. (7) '

PLUTONIUM. A fissile element, artificially produced by a neutron captured
by U238e (13)
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POTENTIAL (ELECTRIC). Difference of potential between two points is
measured by the work necessary to carry unit positive charge from
one to the other. (13)

POWER. The time rate at which work is done. If an amount of work W is
done in time t the power or rate of doing work is P W/t. Power will
be obtained in watts if w is expressed in joules and t in seconds. (13)

PRESSURE. The force applied to a unit area. (15)

PROTON. An elementary particle having a positive charge equivalent to
the negative charge of the electron but possessing a mass approxi-
mately 1,837 times as great. ,The proton'is, in effect, the positive
nueleus-of ,the-hydrogen-atom. (13)

\PUMPED HYDROELECTRIC STORAGE: The only means now available fot the large-
scale storage of electrical energy. Excess electricity produced
during periods of low demand IS used to pumip water up tq a reservoir.
When demand is high, the water is released to operate a hydroelecIric
generator. Pumped energy storage only returns about 66 percent of
the electrical energy put into it, but costs less than an equivalent
generating capacity. (6)

PUMPED STORAGE PLANT. A hydroelectric power plant which generates elec
energy for peak load use by utilizing water pumped into an elevated
storage reservoir during off-peak periods. (6)

R-VALUE. Thermal resistance; computed by the conductivity diyided into
one. The measure of resistance to heat flow. (1, 2)

1?ADIATION. The emission and propagation of' energy through space or througt
a medium in the form of waves. (13)

RECLAMATION. Act or process of reclaiming; for example, strip-mined land
'should be reclaimed--replanted and leveled. .(14)

REFLECTION. The turning back of a wave from the boundary of a medium. (15:

IP
REFUSE. See said waste.

lt

RENEWABLE RESOURCES. Nondepletable resources; for example, the sun. (5)

RESERVES. The amount of a natural resource known to exist and expected to
be recovered by present-day techniques.

RESERVOIR. A pond, lake, tabk,'or basinnatural or manmade--used for the
istorage, regulation, and control of water. (6)

RESOURCES. The estimated total quantity of a natural resource such as
minerals in the ground; includes undiscovered mineral reserves. (6)

113
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SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS, Ono of the two "limit" laws which govern the
conversion of energy. Referred to here as the "heat tax," it tan be
'stated in several equivalent forms, all of which describe the in-
evitable passage of some energy from a useful to a less useful form in
Any energy conversion. (3) ,

SHELL. The rdof or cover of a home, the foundation or,part that,sits on
the ground, and the sides which join the two.

SIMPLE MACHINE. kcontrivance for the transfer of energy And for
increased convenience In the performance of work. (13)

W.L.IR CELL. photovoltaic-cell-which tonverts radiant energy from the sun-
- into elec rical energy. (6)

SOLAR ENERGY. adiation energy from the sun falling upon-the earth's
'surface. (6

SOLID. 'A state.o matter in which the relative motion of the molecules
, is restricted d they tend to retain a deTinite fixed position rela-

tive to each ot r, giving rise to crystal structure. A solid may be.
said to have a d inite shape and volume. (13)

SOLID WASTE. Useless, u anted or discarded material with insufficient.
.liquic(content to be f wing. (6)

SONTC SPECTRUM. The region of sound; a range which includes'audio range
frequencies, ultrasonic range frequencies, and infrasonicirange fre-
quencies. (15)

SOUND ENERGY. A kind,of energy carried by molecules that4ibrate back
' and forth; so that waves are formed. (6)

,SPECIFIC HEAT. The heat capacity of a material per unit mass. (15)

SeED. Time rate Of motion measured by the distance moved over in unit
time. (13)

STATIC ELECTRTCITY. Electricity at rest. (15)

STEAM-ELECTRIC PLANT. A plant in which the prime movers (turbines) con-
nected to the generators 4re driven by steam. (6)

ISTOCKP/LE:. A storage pile or reserve supply of an essential raw material;
for example, coal is stockpiled in the open air for stor'age purposes.

14)

SMTAGE CELL. An electrochemical cell in which the reacting materials are
renewed,by the use of a reverse current from an external source. (15)

STORED ENERGY. See Energy '(potential).

114
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STORM DOOR. Additional door with an pir space between it and the existing
door.

STORM WiNDOW. Additional window with an air space between it and the
existino window.. Storm windows will cut in half the heat that passes
through winsiows in your house.

STRIP-MliVING. A process in which roqic and topSoil strata oOrlying ore
or fuel deposits are scraped away by mechanical shovels. Also known

. as surface mining. (6)

SUBLIMINATION. The change of phase from a solid directly to a vapor or
gas. (15)

SUPERYLYWHEEL. A flywheel of the future that will be constructed of
materials which have special properties along each axis. .See also
flywheel.

SUPERTANkERS. Extremely large oil tankers that can hold up to four
million barrels (170 million gallons) of oil.- The largest ones
will require deepwater ports.

TECHNOWGY. Applied science.

TEMPERATURE. The condition of a body which determines the transfer of heat
to or from other bodies; particularly, it is a manifestation of the
average translational kinetic energy of the molecules of a substance
due to heat agitation. (13)

TENSILE STRENGTH. The greatest longitudinal stress a substance can bear
without tearing apart. (14)

THERMAL, EFFICIENCY. The ratio of the electric power produced by a power
plant tb the amount of heat produced by the fuel; a measure of the
efficiency with which the plant converts thermal 10 electrical energy.
(6)

THERMAL ENNRGY. The total potaltial and kinetic energy associated with the
random motions of the particles of a material. (15)

THERMAL PLANT. A generating plant which converts heat energy to electrical
. energy. Such'plants may burn coal, gas, oil, or use nuclear energy

to produce thermal energy. (6)

THERMAL POLLUTION. 'Degradation of water quality by theintroduction of a
heated effluent. Primarily a result of the discharge of cooling waters
from industrial procegses, particularly from electrical power genera-
tion. (6)

THERMODYNAMICS. The science and study of the relationship between heat
and mechanical work. (4)
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TRANSPORMER. A machine which can increase or decreas the voltage of an
alternating current. (6)

TRANSMISSION. \the act or process of transporting electric energy in bulk
&dm a source or sources of supply to other utioji0 systems. (6)

TRANSMISSION'LlNES. Wires or cables.through which high voltage electric
power is moved from point ta point. (6)

TURBINE. A motor, the shaft o'f which is rotated by a stream of water,
steam, air, or fluid from a nozzle and forced against the blades of
a wheel. (6)

ULTRASONIC SPECTRUM The range of sound compression waves at frequencies
.above the audio range (above 20,000 hertz). (15)

UNIT TRAIN. An ore shuttle that carries coal non-stop from mine to power
plant. (10)

VALENCE ELECTRONS OP THE ATOM Electrons which are gained, lost, or shared
in chemical reactions. (13)

VAPOR. The-words i4ipor and gas are often used interchangeably. Vapor is
more frequently used for a substance which, though present in.the
gaseou's phase, generally exisSs as a solid .or liquid at room tempera-
ture. Gas is more frequently used for a substance thatgenerally

. exists in the gaseous phase at room temperature. (13)

VAPORIZATION. The change of a substance from a liquid or solid state to
the gaseous state. One of three contributing factors to air pollution;

,)

the others are attrition end combustion. (6) .

II VELOCITY. Time rate of motion in a fixed direction. (13)

VOLT. The unit of electromotive force. It is the difference in potential-
required to make a current flow through a resistance. (13)

VOLTAGE. The amotet of force employed to move a gpantity of ,electricity;

measured in volts. (6,

WATER VAPOR. Water in the form of a gas. (6)

WATT (W). A unit of measure for electric power equal to the transfer of

one joule of energy per second. Ihe watt is the unit of power most
often associated with electricity (1 horsepower . 746 watts) deter-
mined by multiplying required molts by required amperes
(volts x amps' = watts).
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WAVE MOTION. A progressive disturbance propagated in a medium by the per-

iodic_vibration of the particles of the medium. Transverse wave motiori.

is that in which the vibration-of the particles is perpendicular to tlq

direction of propagation. Longitudinal wave motion is that in which
the vibration of the particles is parallel to the direction of propa-

gation. (13)

WEATHERSTRIPPING> Reduces the rate of air infiltration by making sure
that all doors and windows fit their frames snugly.

WEIGHT. The measure of the gravitational force acting on a substance. (15:

--WINDOW TREATMENTS, Applications to the_in&rior side of windows--(blinds,

shades, shutters, draperies). .

WORK. A force acting against resistance to produce motion in a body;

measured by the product of the force acting and the distance moved

through against the resistance. (13)

X-RAYS. A ty6 of radiation of higher frequency than visible light but
.lower than gamma rays. Usually produced by high energy electrons

impinging upon a metal target. (13)

ZONE CONTROL. Independent.temperature control for each area to be heated

and cooled with appropriate distribution control.

WA.
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Alternative Energy Sources. James P. Hartnett, Academic Press, 111
Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10003. ISBN 0-12-328550-X $28.50, 328 pp.

Applied Solar Energy. Alleton Press, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10011.

Catch The Wind. Landt Dennis, Four Wind Press, Division of Schoolastic
"Press, 50 West 44th Street, New York, NY.1036. $7.95, 114 pp.

Checklist for nergyConsèrvation in the Home. Tennessee Energy Office,
Nashville, Tennessee. Tennessee Energy-Office, (n.d.). [75 pp.,

P.. mimeographed; free (250 Capitol.Hill Building, 37219)].

Design Manual for Solar Heating of Buildings, by.Dr. R. L. Field.
SOL-PUB, P.D. Box 2-1-51, Gaithersburg, Mb 20760 $6.95.

Directory of the Solar Industry, Solar Data, 13 Evergreen Road, Hampton,
New Hampshire 01842 $730.

Energy Conservation in the Home U.S.,Department of Energy, Technical
information Center, P.O. Box 62, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830. Soft
cover book.

Energy Conservation Strategies. Seidel, Marquis R., Steven E. Plotkin,
and Robert O. Reck. DA-R5-73-021. (114 pp.; paper co4r; NTIS
Report 546-309/34).

Energy Conservation ill Ttw U.S: Wh ? How Much? B What Means? Laurence I.
Moss. Energy ronservatfon Tra n ng Fnstftute, Washingfon,, D.C.
The Conservation Foundation, 1976. [76 pp.; loose-leaf notebook;
free upon request (1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., 20036)].

Energy and Environment. Gary O. Robinette, Kendall/Hunt Publishing.Co.,
Dubuque, Iowa 1973, $9.9.5.

gpergy, Environment and Buifding. New York, Cambridge University Press,

Energy Futures: Industry and the Nety Technologies; by Steward Herman
and James Cannon.. Inform, -Inc, 2t Broad Street, New York, NY 10004
$256, 752 pp. ($10 for summary report).

Energy Primer, Portola Institute, 588 Santa Cruz Avenue, Menlo Park,
Calpornia 94536. Cost: $4.50. Covers experim4hts, Manufactmrers,- --
and equipment. An excellent resource for designing and building
energy systems'. Has many addresses!

, Energy and Society, Timothy J. Healy. San Francisco, California:, Boyd
and Fraser Publishing Company, 1976. 1376 pp.; soft cover; $6.95 (3627
Sacramento Street, San Prancisco, California 94118)]
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Energy: The Case for Conservatioh, Dennis Hayes. The Worldwatch

Instittite, January-MC-177 pp.; soft cover; $2.00 (1776 Mass-
achusetts Avenue, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036)].

Energy: Use, Conservation, and Supply. A6erican Association for the

Advancement of Science, Washington i D.C. 20005. Minimal cost.

This is a soft cover book composed of various articles that appeared
in weekly journals of "Science". It is an excellent resource although
it of course is not too current.

Future Energy Production Systems, Vol. I & II. Jesse C.

Press. 111 56 Avenue, New York, NY 10003, Vol. r
vol. II $38, 488 pp.

Denton, Academic
- $38, 378 pp. and

4

Handbook-of Homemade Power. Bantam Books, 666 5th Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10019. Cost:V.95. Covers several areas of energy and sources
for additional information.

4r.r,

Heating and Air Conditioning Ayarwma Installation Standards for One and Two
amily Dwellings and Multifam-fly Housing_ Including Solar. Sheet Metal

and Air tonditionfng Contractors National Association7-Inc., 1977.
8224 Old Courthouse Road, Tysons's Corner, Vienna, Virginia 22180.
[90 pp.; paper cover; freej

Here Comes the Sun: 1981. Joint Ventures and Friends, 1406 Pearl Street,

Boulder, Colorado 80302. [Joint Venture, Inc., 1975. 95 pp.; paper

cover, $12.00].

Insulation, Solar Heating, and Improved Evaporative Cooling: What you can

do today. John F. Peck, Env1ronmenta1Aesearch Laboratory, University
Clif Arizona, 1976."[65 pp.; soft cover, $3.00]

Low-Cost? Ener -Efficient Shelter for the Owner and Builder. Eugene Eccli.
[408 pp.; so t cover; $5.951 Rodale Press 0970 33 East Minor Street,
Emmaus, Pennsylvania 18049.

Low Temperature Engineeriag Application of Solar Energy, R. C. Jordan,
ASHRIT, 34S E. 47th-Street, New York, N.Y. T0017

National Program fa0Solar Heating and Cooling of Buildings. Energy

Research and Development Administration, Division of Solar Energy,

Government Printing Office (1976) Washington, D.C. 20036. [84 pp.,

paper cover; $1.55 (Stock No.052-003700043-3)].

Nuclear Power, by Walter C. PatterS'on. Penguin Books; 625 Madison Avenue,

New York, N.Y. 10022. $3.50, 304 pp.

/ . , 'd3

Potential for Ener Con'seff' ation in Vie ted StateS; 19,74-19787'

t ona etro eum ounci 62 K Street N Washlngton, D.C5.

[129 pp.; paper cover]

Producing Your Own Power. 'Covers several areas of energy; small scale

designs. Vintage Books (Random House) 201 E. 50th Street, New
York, N.Y. 10022. [Cost, $3.95].

Solar He-ated Buildings: A Brief 'Survey; 12th edition. March 3, 1976.

.W. A. Shurcliff,NApPleton Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138:

[212 pp.; paper cover; $9.00.
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Solar Collector Design, (1977) [94 PP., $6.50] D. K. Edwards, PhD,
Franiklin Institute Press, Benjamin Franklin Parkway, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 10103.

Solar Yirectorx. $20.00, Manufacturers, projects and bibliography.
-Carolyn Pesko; Ann Arbor Science Publishers, P.O. Box 1425,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. [ISBN 0-250-40109-6].

Solar Energy and Sheltqr Design. $7.00. TEA ChUrch Hill, Harrisville,
4y. Hampshire '0340.

Solar Energy, A Bibliography Technical Report. $10.60. [TID 3351]
NationaT Technica1 Information Seri/ice, U.S, Department of
Commerce, Springfield, VA 22161.

Solar Energy For Man, B. J. Brinkworth; Compton Press, Salisbury, England

Solar Homes and Sun Heating., Goerge Daniels 1978. $8.98. Harper and Row.
PUblishers.

The American Energy Consumer, by Doi-othy K. Newman and Dawn Day. 1975
Aallinger tompany, 17 Dunster Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02138
[308 pp.; paper copy, $8.25].

The Energy and Environment Glossary. John Jones (ed.) [93 pp.; soft
cover, one item in a set of 8 booklets; $16.00/set]. Energy and
Man's Environment, Inc., C1976), 0224 SW Hamilton Street, Suite 301,
Portland, Oregon 97201.

C.

The Homeowner's Energy Guide, by John A. Murphy [215 pp.; paper cover, $6.95]
Thomas Y. Crowell Company (1976), 666 Fffth Avenue, Aew York, NY 10019.

The Potential for Energy.Savings Through Reductions in Hot Water Consumption,"
by John>peorge Muller. 143 pp., paper cover, free]. Federal Energy
Administhtion, Publications Distribution Office, Office of
Communications and Public Affairs, Washington, D.C. 20461) .

The Vertical Axis Wind Turbine; How it Works, by B. F. Blackwell, $3.75.
National Technical Information Service, 5285 Pprt Royal Road,- -

Springfield, VA 22161.

Wind Catchers American WindMills of Tdday and Tomorrow, by Volta TorraY.
1112.95, Hardcover]. /he Stephen Greene Press, Bratteboro, VT 05301.

Wind EnerglUtilization,,A bibliography with Abstract Cumulative Volume
1144- 974, TAC-W175-700. $12.95). Albuquerque Tech Application
Center, New Mexico University.

h

Your Enetgy-Efficient House: Building_and Remodet1n9 Ideas, Anthony
Adams. [VIA pp.; paper cover,I4.95] garden Way Publishing Co.
(1975) Charlotte, Vermont 05445.
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A-Z Solar Products
200 E. 26th Street-,
Minneapolis, MN 55404

CATALGES

Alpha Energy Systems
1615 St. Louis.Street,
Springfield, MO 65801

(everyt Ing)i

Alternativ Sources of Energy
The Seabur Press
815 Second Aventre,
New York, NY 10017

Solar Research
525 N. 5th Street,
Brighton, MI 48116

(Thermal/Solar Components)

"E.A.R.S. Catalog
Environmental Action Re6rint SerVice
2239 East Colfax Ave.4
Denver, CO 80206

Free Heat Corp.
P.O. Box 128,
Newport, RI-102840

(things mare by Free Heat Corp.)

Heliotrope General
1869 Hidden Mesa Road,
El Cajdn, CA 92020

Independent Energy Systems
6043 Sterretapia Road,
Fairview, PA 16415

(everything)

Rho Sigma
5108 Melvim Avenue,
Tarzana, CA 91356

Solar Age
P.O. Box 305
Dover, NewiJers4y 07801

/

+if

Solar Equipment Guide
Solar.Review, Dept., A,
Deenbrook; Wisconsin 54424'

. (list of manufacturer) of,solar equipment)

Solar ProducAs
Box 195, Dept. 785 A,
Deer Park, New York 11729
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Energy Related Films
Dept. of Energy Film Library
P.O. Box 62,
Oak Ridge, Tenn. 73830

4Have some excellent films on energy. Ask for film catalog.

-Energy Related Films,
e Stuart Finely, Inc;

3428 Mansfield Road,
Falls Church, Virginia 22041

They .have'a serits, ofAten films on energy and-the environment.
OP

.°Energy Related Material's
National Science Teacher's Association
1742 Connecticul Avenue NW,
Washington D.C. 20009

-

Cost - 19.00
A 3 vol me package of energy related materials'prepared by
NSTA, FtA, and USOE..

Institute of Scrap Iron and SteeloIhc.
Dept. INS,
1729 H Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20006 --

Teaching materials and pamphlets.

Living with Energy
Standard Oil Company A

Mail Code 3705,
200 E. Randolph Drive,
Chicago, Illinois 60601

Cost: Free .

This is afile ôfft dr spirit masters that emphasizes that
Americans can no ger live'°with energy as they did in the
past. Excetle handout to the students; emphasizes
their.life styles.

National Coal Association
Educational, Services, Coal Building
Dept. INS, 1130 17th Street NW,
Washington, D.C. 20036

Map of coal deposits and four booklets

National Solar Heating and'Cooling Information'Center
P.O. Box 1607,
Rockville, MD 20850

Call Tolt Free (8007523-2929)
Sources for solar heating and .cooling information.

2
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Natural Energy Workbook
Visual Purple
Box 977,
Berkely, CA 94701

Cost: $3.95
Gives lots of' sketches and'details of plans for doing-it-
yourself alternate energy projects. Some technical
aspects of the book need improvement.

-... --','Secjnbaugh Mind Electric
.'// ''-:A. P.0: Box

111.

74 V, ''A
. .ji. : tifalo Alto, CA 94306
..,o,,

,,

Wind Generator Plans
.t: Coa: $12.00

w

1,-4, S. Department of Energy ,

Technical Information Center
P,Q; Box 62,

...04g Ridge, TennIssee 37830
,kollowing is a list of pamphlets.:

t. :. The Breeder Reactor

124

,The Energy Crisis ,st

.,)Fusion
Geothermal Energy

1,e-: ted Water from Power Plants
ilear Power PLants; How safe are they?

1 Shale
dioactiye Wastes

, tpping of Nuclear Waste
9,-

-StHar Energy .1

t.f -, CVst: 'Free in limited, quantities
Th4's.e frbe pamphlets are used very effectively as handouts
to the'students. The information is..recent in all of the
pamphlets, an4 they.do an excellent jbb in telling the- .

student about 'each aspect.

Windworks
Route 3, Box 329,
Mukwonago, Wiscon'sin 53149

Wind Generator Plans
Cost: $15.00

1
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PAMPHLETS

"The ABC's of Air Conditioning".
Carrier Corporation, 1975. _Syracuse, New York 13201

.24 pp.; paper cover; Reqqest from Carrier

"A Consumer's- Guide to Energy Conservation with Natural Gas'"
American Gas Association, 1515 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington,
Virginia 22209; 15 pp., 104..

"Don't Be Fuelph:dips for the Motorist'10(1974)
Federal Energy Administration, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C.

10 panel pamphlet; free

"Energy Conservation: Experiments You Can Do"
TKomas Alva Edison Foundation
Cartibridge Office Plaza, Suite 143, 18280 West Ten Mile Road,
Sou.thfield, Michigan 78075,

Energy: Selected Resource Materials fjWDevelopiing Energy
rducation/Co-nservation Programs. (1976) l'he National
Wildlife Tederation, 1412 16fif Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20036.

22 pp.; single copy pamphlet free, additional copies 10t.
by: Jonathan M. Wert.

"Looking Ahead to 1990: Exxon Examines the Outlook for Energy
Over the Next 15 years", Vol. XIV. No. 1 published quarterly;
free by writing: Etxxon Corp., P.O. Box 2180, HoustOn, EX 77001.

"Home'Energy Saving TipsWo6 103S"., 4 pp. flyer free.by writing
to: U.S. Department of Commerce, Public Documents Distribution
Center, Consumer Ihfori 1n Service, Government Printing
Office, Pueblo, Colorad 81009.

"How to Save Energy irOYour Home",(1975), Kurt Vragel.
26 pp., paper cover $1.00. Kurt Vragel Associates, Inc.,
1401 E. Gira_r_d_--S-treet, #3-264, Inglewood, CA. 80110.

"Making.the, Most of Your Energy Dollars in Home Heattng and
Cooling", by Madeline Jacobs and Stephen R. Peterson. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20036. - June 1975;

17 pp..1 paper cover; 70.

"Money to Etre; American Gas Association,. 1515 gilson
Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia 22209. 10 pp.;"10t.

NSF-RANN Wind Energy Research Reports
'Nationsp Science foundation, 1800 G Street NW, Wash. D.C. 20550.

"Saye-Energy"; Federal Energy Adm., Publications Distributton
Office, Washington, D.C: 20461. lp.;'free; also available
in Spanish.'
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"Solar Het Water Ind Your Home", (197)); National Solar
Heating and Coolirig Information Center, P.O. Box 1607,
Rockville, Maryland 20850., 20 pp.; paper cover; free.

"Thermal Ingulation",(1 6); The Monsanto Company, Carpet
Department, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York City, N.Y. 10001.
4pp.; pamphlet; free.

"Tips on Saving Energy", (1975); Council of Better Business
Bureaus, Inc., 1150 17th Street NW, Wasllington, D.C. 20036.
10 pp.; paper cover

Whar-s Behind the -Energy-Crisis, 64 pp.1- free,- This is An
excellent pamphlet for handout to the students. It covers
the energy crisis, the world's crippling dependence on oil,
and solutions to our energy problems. Write to:
Ambassador ,College Press, P.O. Box 11, Pasadena, CA 91123.

14.
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PERIODICALS

Alternate Energy Directo-iy
Source of booklets, books and catalogs
AEPCO
P.O. Box 26507,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87125

$2.98

-Alternate Sources of fnergy
ASE
Rougt 2, Box 90A,
Milaca, Mihnesota 56353

$5.-00 for 4-issues (bi-monthry)
Covers:many energy areas, written for practical
applications,'additonal references and sources

, of information.

Energy Reporter
Federal Energy'Administration
"Energy Reporter" Subscriptions
Room 2115
Washington, D.C. 20461
uFree to officials of school systems with orders on
.1'official letterhead. An informative monthly report
on energy activities in and out of government. Lists
additional sources of information.

Insulation Reporter
Natior)al Mineral Wool Insulation Assn.
382 Springfield Ave.,
Summit,'N.J. 07901

Journal of Appropriate Technology
2270 NW Irving Stneet,
Portland, Oregon 97210

Consumer News
Office of Consumer Affairs
Cbnsumer Information Center
Health, Education & Welfare Dept.

'Pueblo,_Colorado 81009 4

Newsletter-; $4.00 annual subscription.

Not Man Apart
Friends of the Earth
529 Commercial Street,
San Francisco, CA 94111 -

Conservation Magazine; $10.00 (non-member subscription).

Solar Energy Digest ;

P.O. Box 177.75,
San Diego, CA 92117

Subscription rate $2850 for 12 months:

440
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Texaco Star
165 East 41st Street,
New York, N.Y. 10017

Wind Power Digest
Jester Press
54468 CR 31,
Bristol, Indian,a 46507

Wood Burnfilg Quarterly and Home Energy Digest
8009 - 34th Avenue South,
Minneapolis, tiinnesota 55420

Publisher James_R Cook $1 50

-Wood 'n Effergy
Wood Energy Institute
5 South State Street
Concord, N.H. 03301

$5.00 Subscription

141
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These materials were used in compiling this resource guide -

it is not a complete energy/energy conservation bibliography.

c /

Award Winning Energy Education ActivitieS, For Elementary_and High School
Teachers. Energy Research and Development Administration, National
Science 'Teachers Association, 1977.

Cooperative Extension Service, University of Idaho. Hand-outs concerning
Energy. College,of Agriculture in cooperation with the U.S. Department
of Agriculture.

Driver Education Energy Packet. "Some Things are Worth Saving", Idaho
Office of Energy.

ENCORE - Energy Conservapon Resources For Education, Modules 1 thru 19,

pepartment of IndustrfaI Education, Texas AM University, College
Station, Texas 77843. (Supplied Courtesy of The Governor's Energy
Advisory Council).

Enerv, - A Teacher's Introduction To Energy and Energy Conservakn.
.olumbus, 'Ohio 177L Battelle, tenter for Tmproved 'Education.

Energy Activities for the'Classroom. Herbert L. Coon and Michele Y.
Alexander. ERN Center for 'Science, Mathematics, and Environmental
Education, Columbus, Ohio; 1976.

Energy Awareness Education, Grades K-3, 4-12, and Energy Awareness Education
Resource Materials - Energy Education Activities; Oklahoma State
Department of Education, 1977.

Energy Conservation & Alternative Energy Curriculum. James E. O'Bannon.

The California Energy Resources Conservation & Development
Commission and_the Chancell:Or's Office, California Community
Colleges; May 1977. (Energy Dilemma, Solar Energy, Alternate
Energy, Energy Conservation., Thermal Insulation, Nuclear Energy.)

-Energy Conservation Educaticin: An Action Approach. Michael Zamm ahd

tarry C. Samuel. Council On The Environment of New York City,

New York, 1977.

Energy Conservation in the Home. An Energy Education/Conservation
Curriculum Guide for Home conomics Teachers. U.S. Department,

of Energy. , Prepared by The University of .Tennessee Environment
Center and College of Home Economics - Knoxville, Tennessee; October 1977.

S.

Energy Crisis - Teachira Resources. Oregon Board of Education, §alem,

, Oregon. Prepared by: Wendell Curry, Dick Louthan, and Randi Douglas,

1973.
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Enery, Engines, and The Industrial Revolution, Grades 8-9, National
Science Teachers ATs-Ociation,T).-S. Department of Energy,
(October 1977.

Energy Facts Idaho - United States World. Idaho State Office of
fiergy, 197/.

Energy for a Livable Future Comes from the SUN! Stephen Lyons and
David P. Arower, Friends of the Earth; San Francisco, Cal., 1978.

An Energy History of the United Staips, Grades 8-9, National Science.
teachers Association, U.S. Department of Enerigy, January, 1978.

Energy in the Global Marketplace, Grades 9, 10, 11. Nationai Science
Te'achers Association, March 1978.

Energy: Options For The Future, 5 parts. Institute for Energy Research
and W. AvereiT-Harrimantollege for Urban and Policy Sciences, '

State Universtty of New York at Stony Brook, New York 11794.

Farm Electricity. State of Tennessee, Department of Education, Division
---07-Vocational Education, Agricultural EdUcation Service, J. H. Warf,
Commissioner in cooperation with Tenneste Valley Authority, Division
of Power -Marketing,,Electrical Demonstration Branch.

How a Bill Becomes a Law to Conserve Energy, Grades 9, 11, 12_ National

Science Teachers Association, Dctober-1977.

Idaho Energy Conservation Resource Guide, for grades 7-12.sIdaho Sa4:1-1
Dffice of Energy.

Ideas,jnd Activities for Teaching_ Energy Conservation, grades 7-12. The

University of iennessee,qnvironment Center:ToTith Stadium Hall,
Knoxville, Tennessee 47916; 1977.

Living Within Our Means: Eny and Scarcit Environmental EClucatioR-

InstructionaT-A-ctivi n versity of the State 9f New

York, State fducatio Department, Albany, New York 12234.

NSTA - Interdisciplinary Student/Teacher Materials'On Endrgy, "The
Environment and-The Economy." Agrfculture, tnergy and Society.

Grades 10, 11, 12. 1976.

Power and Transportation Curriculum Guide'. Idaho State Board for
Wiat1ona1 'Education, VO tD No. 148, July 1975.

t

Rays of Hope. Denis Hayes. W. W. Norton & Company, Inc. New York, 1977.

Ap Science Activities IrrEndrgy. (Chemical Energy, Conservation, Electrical

46 tnergy, and Solar Energy). The American Museum of Atomic Energy,

Oak Ridge Associated UniversitiA, P.O. Box 117, Oak Ridge,

Tennessee 37830.
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Teachers Environmental Resource Unit: Energy and Power. Economic/Moral
linvironteam porlfon of-the ESEA, 197142. tocoa, Florida.

, The Texaco Star, Number Two, 1978; "On Station in the Atlantic Frontier."
Texaco,-Tne.; 1978.

U.S. Energy Policy - Which Direction? Grades 11 and 12. National Science
TeaChers Association, January 1978.
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